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CHAPTER I
DiTRODOCTION
Statement of Problea.- -The problem involved in this study was
to make a conparison of the ratings on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman
Behavior Rating Scale and the Uooney Problem Check List as obtained
by a group of problem children and a group of non-problem children*
Rationale*- -The necessity for working with the ^ole child has
become one of the basic principles of modern education* Teachers,
Parents and others working with youth are constantly urged to inci*ea8e
their knowledge of him as a unique personality Interacting with his
environment* Educators generally seem to agree that an understanding
of the needs, drives, interests problems and motivations is a vital
factor in helping the adolescent to develop in line with his greatest
capabilities* Lacking this Insight according to Cole and Morgan,
parents and teachers may work against normal youth drives rather than
with them*^
The subject of child behavior has recently taken on a new signi¬
ficance* The relationship of behavior disorders of children to
pathological problems of the adult is inviting careful attention* The
inportance of the social and emotional development of children is be¬
coming recognized along with the need for their intellectual and
physical training* Education is turning serious attention to preparing
the child for life*^
1
liuella Cole and John J* B* Morgan, Psychology of Childhood and
Adolescence (New York: Rhinehart & Compai^, Inc*, 19U7), p* lUi*
2
Wickman E, Koster, Children's Behavior and Teachers* Attitudes
(New York: COTmonwealth Fund, 192^}, pp* 2^27*
1
2
In discussing problems of youth, Carey makes the following
significant observations:
The informed teacher today knows that boys and girls bring to
school with them all of the problems, anxieties, prejudices, insecurities,
conflicts and concerns of the adult community. To these conflicts must
be added the special problems of young people who are trying to find
their places as young adults in a ccmoplex, rapidly changing ctiltore.
Ihey know too, that learning goes forward most effectively when children
are helped to study; that is to think about their real problems.^
O
In regard to youth and his problems, Reavis^says:
The needs of youth of high school age for guidance are both
many and varied. An accoimt of tiie stage in his development,
mental and social changes may occur idiich baffle in his under¬
standing. The high school age is c<anmonly regarded as a
period of great importance in the life of youth because of the
adjustment which must be made. Problems that have to do with
the Intellectual and physical development, choice of companions,
social activities, and formation of right social attitudes
must be met and solved. The school is required to understand
the needs of its young people and to provide the guidance
services which the pupils as individuals require.
Limitations of the Study.- -This study was concerned only with
the students in Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, for 'Uie school
term 195^*‘1956. The limitations of this study were found in the
Instruments used in making the ratings of pupils involved in the study.
The "problems” of these students were isolated and identified through
the use of the Uooney Problem Check List. The "behavior ratings"
were identified through the use of the Haggerty-0l8on<^ickman Behavior
Rating Schedule.
1
Miles £. Carey, "Looking at Teen-age Problems," Journal of Home
Economics, KL (December, 19U8), pp. 575-578.
2
William C. Reavis, "Progress of Guidance," National Survey of
Secondary Education, Monograph No. lU (Washington, D. C., United States
Government Printing Office, 1933), p. 3*
3
Further) the study was not designed to deal wl'Ui the causation of
the problems Identified by the Mooney Check List nor the therapeutic
techniques to be used In the treatment of the problems. And, It was
not designed to deal with the causative factors Inherent In the behavior-
patterns or traits Identifiable by the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior
Schedules, but was solely concerned with the Identification of these
traits.
Purpose of the Study. The major purpose of this study was to
CQo^jare the prevalence of problems as Indicated by the Mooney Cheek
List, and the ratings on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Scale for
a group of Problem and a group of Non-froblem pupils In the Bryant
Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956. The major purpose was con¬
cerned solely with the Identification of problems and the appraisal of
ratings far the respective Instruments without any direct concern for
any of the causative factors pertaining thereto.
More specifically, the purposes of this research were as follows:
1. To discover the differences. If any. In the behavior patterns
and problems characteristic of the groups of ’'Problem," and
"NonrlVoblem'' children as revealed on the Haggerty-Olson-
Wlckman Behavior Rating Scale.
2. To ascertain the differences. If,any. In the array of problems
prevalent In the groups of "Problem" and the "Nm-Problem"
children as revealed on the Mooney Problem Check List.
3. To determine the similarities. If any. In the conceptual
backgrounds of the problem and/or behavior patterns of the
groups of "Problem" and "Non-Problem" children as revealed
by the Bagg8rty-01son<wriekman Scale and the Mooney Check List.
u
U* To deteraiine if there are arQr plauaable and fruitful edu¬
cational inQ}lications to be derived fr<»i the analysis and
interpretation of the study data.
5* To Identify the behavior patterns which were found to be
characteristic of the group of ’’Problem" and the "Nra-Problem
pupils, respectively^ as determined by the specific instruments
used in this research.
Definition of Terms. - -At this point the definitions of significant
terms are presented in the statements to follow.
1. Problem, as used in this study, refers to the items (Characteri¬
sation of specific problems) on the Ifooney Problem Check List.
2. Behavior, as used in this study, refers to the items (charac¬
terizations) on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating
Schedules*
3. Behavior Problem, as used in this study, refers to any persistant
mode of behavior idiich significally deviates from the accepted
pattern of action as to be marked as social disruptive to the
individual and/or the social group about him.
U* Specific Problems, as used in this study, refer to any one
of the eleven problem areas of the check list as; Health
and Physical Development; Finances, Idving Conditions and
EnploTment; Social and Recreational Activities; Social Psycho¬
logical Relations; Personal Psychological Relations; Court¬
ship, Sex and Carriage; Home and Family; Morals and Religion;
Adjus'hnent to School Work; The Future Vocational and Educa¬
tional; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedures*
5. Problem Child, as used in this study, refers to a child who
manifests one or more behavior problems.
5
Locale of Study.- -Conyers, Georgia, where the Bryant Street
School is located, is one of the smallest Counties in the State of Georgia.
It has a population of approximately 8,000 people of which 18.1 percent
is Negro. It is situated in Rockdale County, 22 miles South East from
Atlanta, Georgia, ten miles from the City of Covington, Georgia, and
six miles from the City of Lithonia, Georgia.
It is governed 1»y a Uayor and a City Council. There are approxi¬
mately 5 grocery stares, 12 Cafes, a County Ceurthouse, a Jail, a Mill,
a Georgia Power Conqpany Office, a Coca Cola Plant, a Central of Georgia
Railway Station, a Bus Station and a Theater.
The chief occupations are farming, d(»DSstic service and mill
workers. The social life is centered aroui»i the school, the church and
the theater.
The moral standards are very low. The chief recreati<m is hunting,
fishing, theater and school entertainments.
The physical plant of the school consists of one building. It is
the only school for Negroes in the entire County. Buses transport the
children to and fZ'on school. Academic work from 1st to 12th grades is
offered at the school. There is also a class for Veterans, ihe enroll¬
ment for the year 1955-1956 was approximately 725 pupils in regular
attendance. There were twenty-one teachers on the staff of the school.
All teachers hold the Bachelor's degree. There were no teachers with¬
out degrees of any kind.
Building plans in the imnffidiate future call for twelve additional
classrooms to the present building, including a home economics depart¬
ment, an auditorium, a cafetoarlam and a mechanic shop.
6
Description of the Inatrumentg.- -There were two instruments used
to collect the data needed for this study, namely:
1. The Uoox^y Problem Check List, deylsed by Ross L. Vooney and
Leonard V, Gordon, Ohio State University.
2. Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Ratings Schedules, Schedules
A and B, devised by H. £. Haggerty, Ph.D, Dean of the College
of Education, University of Riimesota, W. C. Olson, Ph.D,
Director of Research in Child Development, University of
Michigan and E. K. Wickman, The Commonwealth Fund, New York
City.
Characteristics of the Check List.- -The Meoi>ey Problem Check List
used in this study is a simple Inejqpensive, easy to administer instrument.
It is constructed according to the following:
1. Ihere are eleven major areas of "problems" on behavior
activities idilch are arranged vertically down the left-hand
margin of the page.
2. Each of the eleven major areas has thirty specific items which
are, in tom arranged in groups of five items for each column.
These six blocks of items are arranged in horisontal rows
across the page of the form.
3. The form is 8^x11 triple folded sheet, the face of which calls
for the usual identifying data of name, age, grade, etc; and
directicms for responding to them.
Ihe eleven major areas of problems are listed below.
1. Health and Physical Development
2. Finances, Living Conditions, and Enployment
3. Social and Recreational Activities
7
U* Soeial-Psyehological Relatlsos
5* Personal Psychological Relations
6. Courtship, Sex and Marriage
7* Home and Family
8* Morals and Religion
9* Adjustment to School Work
ID* The Future (Vocational and Educational)
11. Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
The selecting and phrasing of the particular items used in the
Check List were based on the following criteria set up by Mooney and
others. The items were to be:
1. In the language of the students
2. Short enough for rapid reading
3. Self sufficient as individual phrases
li. Coomon enough to be checked frequently in large groups of
students, or serious enough to be important in an individual
case.
5« Graduated in seriousness fTwiii relatively minor difficulties
to major concerns.
6. Vague enough in "touchy" spots to enable the student to dieck
the item and still feel that he can hide his specific problems
in later conferences if he chooses to do so.
7. Centered in the student's own personal orientation rather than
in general social orientation.
Spontaneous rather than deliberate reaction was sought.
8
Hagfgerty-Olson-fflekman Scale*- -The rating scale is made up of
two parts, namely. Schedule A and Schedule B. Schedule A is a Behavior
Problem Record used to identify aspects of maladjustment in children*
It ccmsists of a list of children's behavior problems listed in (arder
of their frequency*
Schedule 5 consists of a rating scale of thirty-five intellectual,
physical, social and emotional traits to measure maladjustments* The
form is 6^x10 triple folded sheet*
The Haggerty-01son-#ickman Behavior Problem Record, Schedule A,
Behavior Problems
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Haggerty-Olsen-^icknan Behavior Rating Scale, Schedule B
Intelligence Traits
Hcnr intelligent is he?
Is he abstract or wide awake?
Is his attention sustained?
Is he slow or quick in thinking?
Is he slovenly or careful in thinking?
Is he mentally lazy or active?
Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things?
Personal Appearance Traits
Is he slovenly or neat in appearance?
Hcnr does he ingress people with his physique and bearing?
Can he coa^te with others on a physical basis
What is his physical output of energy?
Is he easily fatigued?
How does he impress you with regard to masculine or feminine traits?
Does he lack nerve, or is he courageous?
Social Conqpetence Traits
Is he quiet or talkative?
Is his behavior (Honesty, morals, etc.) generally acceptable te
ordirtary social standards?
What are his social habits?
Is he shy or bold in social relationship?
Is his personality attractive?
How does he accept authority?
Hon flexible is he?
Is he znide or courteous?
10
Does he gl^ in to others or does he assert himself?
y/hat tendency has he to criticise others?
Tiraits of Temperament
Is he even tejqjered or moody?
Is he easily discouraged or is he persistent?
Is he generally depressed or cheerful?
Is he syiq^thetlc?
Hoir does he react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations?
Does he irarry or is he easy going?
Hoir does he react to examination or to discussions of himself er
his prol»l«BS?
Is he suspicious or trustful?
Is he emotionally calm or exclteable?
Is he negativistic or suggestible?
Does he act in^^ulsively or cautiously?
Criterion of Reliability, - -The criterion of reliability for
appraising the data was the accuracy and authenticity of the responses
of the subjects to the items on the Problem Check List and the Behavior
Rating Schedules, together with the validity of these responses on the
respective data-gathering instruments which constituted the basic
sources of the data.
Description of Subjects.- -The subjects involved in this study were
a group of (20) problem children enrolled in the Bryant Street School,
Conyers, Georgia for the school year 1955-1956 and a group of (20) "non-
problem" children enrolled in this school for tiie same year. The subjects
were selected from grades 8 through 12 with age range 13 to 18 and a mean
age of 15 years 6 months.
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Method of Research*-c-The Descriptive-Survey Ifethod of research,
esqploying the techniques of testing and statistical analysis, was
used to collect and interpret the data required in the conduct of this
research*
Procedure*- -The data necessary for the cosqpletiQn of this research
were gathered thro\igh the procedural steps indicated ImIow*
1* The related literature pertinent to the prohlem of this research
was reviewed, sumnarized and presented in the finished thesis
copy.
2. The selections of pupils idio con^rised the two groups: "Froltlein'*
and ’’Non-Prohlem” children*
3* The administration of the two instruments for gathering the
basic data; namely: The Haggerty-Olsonmiflckman Behavior Scale
and the Mooney Problem Check List to the two groups of
children.
li* The assemblage of data from the two instruments:
(a) Mooney Problem Check List and
(b) Haggerty-Olson-ilfickman Behavior Rating Scales were
organized with appropriate tables as determined by the
nature of the data and the purpose of the research*
5* The data as organized into the basic tables were statistically
treated in terms of frequencies and percents for the type of
data assembled, and the interpretative needs as indicated by
the purpose of the study.
6. The formu^tion of conclusions, in^lications and recommendations
as derived from the interpretation of the data*
12
Collection of the Data, The data for this study were secured
through the use of the Haggerty-Olson-flfickman Behavior Scale and the
Mooney's High School Problem Check List. The writer secured the
permission of the Principal of Bryant Street School to make the study
during the second semester of the school year 1955-1956. Bie teachers
promised their cooperation in making the study.
A manual of directions and a copy of the Haggerty Behavior Rating
Schedules were given each teacher. Time was allowed for the teachers
to become familiar with the procedui^. Conferences were held with the
teachers to secure a common understanding of the procedure. The teachers
were asked to put a cross in the appropriate column to designate the
frequency of such behavior in his experience with the child. The teachers
were also asked to rate the subjects on a particular trait by placing a
cross immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase. A copy
of this Scale is to be found in the appendix page.
On May 21, 1956, the Mooney's Problem Check List was adminlsteired
to 20 non-problem children and 20 problem children for one hour during
the regular class period. The students z*esponded to the check list in
three ways.
1. A single check (x) mark for each of the problems which were
troubling him or her.
2. A double check mark for each of the problems which were most
difficult for him or her.
3. A circle mark for each of the problems which he or she was
Interested in having some one discuss with him or her. A copy
of the check list is to be found in the Appendix.
13
Value of the Study*- -It was hoped that the findings and interpre¬
tations of this study may be helpful in pointing out the following:
1. The extent to idiich there is any recognizable and warth-ndiile
differences in the "problems" and behavior patterns of so-called
"jnroblem" children and the accepted "non-problem" children as
found in the public school situation*
2* The extent to which the two instruments: Baggerty-Olson-
Wickman Behavior Scale and the Mooney Check List may be used
as compliments of each other in getting a true picture of the
problems and behavior of school children*
Related Literat\n:‘e*- -In the survey of the literature pertinent to
the problems of this research, the writer was concerted with the findings
set forth in studies relative to behavior problems of children* Many
studies have been made using the Mooney Problem Check List and the
Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Scales as instzoiments for collecting
data similar to this type of research* Many of these are closely related
to this thesis; and others are not so closely related* Soae of the works
with direct bearing upon this thesis will be reviewed in the immediate
following pages.
In regard to youth and his problems, Reevis says:
"The needs of youth of hig^ school ages fcr guidaice are both many
and varied* An account of the stage in his development, mental and social
changes may occur which baffle his understanding* The hl^ school age is
comnnonly regarded as a period of great importance in the life of youth
because of the adjusimients which must be made* Problems that have to do
with the intellectual and physical development, choice of companions,
social activities, and formation of right social attitudes must be met and
lU
solved* The school is inquired to understand tiie needs of its young
pec^le and to provide the guidance services nhich the pupils as
Individuals require."^
Cole2 says "that the adolescents are very sensitive to social
stimuli; no other problem seems to them as serious as establishing thefli->
selves in their society. She also states that the modern high school is
a socialized place in shich there is a great opportunity for boys and
girls to develop their own social interests.
Mooney believes that girls and boys are fully aware of and desire
help with their personal problems. Students not only seem to appreciate
a chance to e:xpress their problems in writing, but they go further in a
large proportion of cases, to ask for personal help with their problems.^
Them says that "there is no one solution to all of life's manifold
problems, and that it is doubtless if one will be revealed to us. Ife
states that the task of the educator is training and to a large extent
the experiences to idiich youth is the subject is in the hands of the
teachers and parents."^
Very little attention has been given to interpreting the behavior
of children. So little attention has been given behavior habits that
1
William C, Reavis, Prohram of Guidaiace. Nati<«al Survey of
Secondary Education. Monograph No. lii, (Washington, D. C., United
States (Government Printing Office, 1933), p. 3
2
Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York: Rinehart &
Cempany, 19U2}, p. 2^4
3
Ross L. Mooney "Exploratory Research on Students I^oblems,"
Journal of Educational Research, XXXVII (19U3> p» 219).
jj
Douglas A. Thom, Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems (New
York: D. Appleton-Century Conpany, 1932), p. 8
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today one is unaware of the frequency of their occurance. M. E. Haggerty
points out in l^is connection that:
'•In our school population there are a far larger number of be¬
havior children than most of us would have believed and that the variety
of behavior symptoms ranges through many forms. Some children manifest
undesirable reactions very early; and there is growing belief that the
behavior disorder should be taken in hand early if we wish to prevent
the dreadful toll which crime and insanity in their more serious forms
levy upon our on-COTiing generation."^
Wickman made a very Interesting study of teachers attitudes toward
child behavior. The stuc^ was conducted in 192l;-26 in two large
elementary schools, one in Uixmeapolis and the other in Cleveland. The
purpose of the study was to secui^ information on the incidence of
behavior problems in elementary school children. The study revealed
that teachers have a tendency to rate as serious problems such as truancy,
stealing, fighting and disobedience, while considering such personality
deviations as fearfulness, day dreaming and sensitiveness as less
serious.
Recently, the subject of child behavior has taken on a new signi¬
ficance and the importance of social and emotional devdopDent of
children has become a recognized need that should hold an important
place in the educatioiuil life of children. Willard Olson points out that;
the life of children in school, as in homes and communi'ty is continually
sitting situations to idilch children react in different ways. If these
ways are not approved ly parents or teachers and are believed Inimical
1
M. E. Haggerty, Ihe Incidence of Undesirable Behavior. (Now
York: Conmionwealth Fund, 192&), p. 21:7.
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to the Childs' present and future well being or that of his associates
the child and his problems emerge for special study, for this reason
we find that a new day has arrived in educational circles and outstanding
educators are advocating giving serious attention to preparing children
to live a full life, socially and emotionally as well as intellectually*
As a basis for behaviorism Willey gives the foUonlng point of
view: Behaviorisms are conditioned by our culture, and iriiether they are
good or bad depends upon their acceptance by the group* A child's
behavior is good or bad to the extent it is accepted by his parents and
teachers* Behavior is often regarded as problem behavior merely because
it does not coincide with what the teachers, as an educator considers
exemplary* A problem when a basic need has been satisfied by an un¬
desirable mechanism of behavior*^
Richmond says adolescence is the final stage of individual
development, the last stage and step in the growing up process.
How the girl is to development during this period, idiat is
to be at its close,' is dependent upon her original inheritance
and the training and ejqierience of her earlier years. No scheme
of education which Ignores these facts can hope to be successful.
As parents and teachers we are prone to look forward to the
wtxnan of the future, to measure tiie girl by what we wish her to
become, instead of discoverii^ idaat she is at present and accepting
that as our guide in further efforts in her behalf. Before we
devise ways and means, before we decide upon schools and plans
for the future, we must look at her with unbiased eyes* What are
her potentialities and possibilities, physically, mentally,
emotionally? What twist of development has she suffered, what
traits and attitudes has she developed? The matter of first
concern, in consideration of education for the adolescent girl,
is the girl herself*^
1
Roy DeVerle Willey, Grditonce in the Elementary School (New York:
McGraw-^Iill Book Conq>any, 1952), p. 29*
2
Winifred Richmond, The Adolescent girl (New York: The Macmillam
Conpany, 1930), p. l63
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In Symond’s study made on the problems of youth, an attenqpt was
made to sectire answers to questions by direct method of asking adoles¬
cent boys and girls to rank as to interest and ingjortance the items en
a prepared list^ Items were selected after a thereugh canvass of the
areas in which personal choices must be made and jjersonal problems
solved. The study was made by replies of 373 boys and lj39 girls in
the Grover Cleveland High School of New York City in the latter part
of 193^» Symond found that the items ranked as of greatest importance
as problems were "money,” "health," and "persanal attractiveness,"
while the items that ranked as least Iji^jortance as problems were
"sex adjustment" daily schedule""civlc interest" "attituded* and
1
"responsibility."
Doane made an extensive study of the needs of youth on the high
school level. He atteng>ted to get a fair sample of the problems of
youth for the nation. Bie study included 2000 high school students in
thirty-two high schools in the States of California, Nebraska, Virginia,
and Pennsylvania. Fifteen problem areas were included in this study
which was conducted during the year, 19Ul* Doane found that this study
was in agreement with similar studies. He found that the problem are§
of greatest concern to the students was that of vocational choice and
placement. Eighty-four percent of the girls and ninety-three percent
of the boys were concerned with how to find a Job. The problem of sex
and marriage ranked high with both boys and girls. Doane’s study
showed that girls and boys were less concerned about the problems of
morals and religion than the problems of other areas.^
1
Perclval Symond, Life Problems and Interests of Adolescents,
School Review XUV (1936), p. 5o6.
2
Donald C. Doane, The Heeds of Youth (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
19U3), p. 15.
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HoUingshed made an interesting study in T*iich the religious
problems of adolescents were investigated. The instrument used was
the Mooney Problem Check List, Hi^ School Form. The Check List was
administered to 383 students. From the number, 26 percent did not
check a single item in the religious and moral problem area: 55 percent
checked 10 or more items. The results from this survey indicated that
to most students, the church is a ccmmiunity facility, like the school,
the drugstore, or the bowling alley. Few young people are concerned
with religious questions or problems.^
Baker and Traphagen's point of view on the general characteristics
of behavior problem children was that behavior problem children differ
from the other types of handicapped children in four Important respects
-idilch serve to ejqplain some of their unique characteristics. First they
tend to arouse anger and resentment toward their actions in the minds of
parents, classmates, playnates and teachers. A second characteristic
which is contrary to a popular but fallacious belief, is Uiat behavior
manifestations are rarely deliberate meanness.
A third characteristic is that the child carries over his attitudesj
feelings and emotions from his home to school or from school to home.
Behavior attitudes are apt to live with him twenty-four hours a day.
If the school and hons wish to find common points of contact in their
children, they may be found not so much in the fields of traditional
learning as in the realms of feelings, emotions and attitudes. This
fact is true of the average child as well as of behavior, or behavior
problem children.
August B. Holllngshead, Blmtown's Youth (New York: The Ronald Press,
19U9), p. 2li6.
2
Harry J. Baker and Virginia Traphagen, The Diagnosis and Treatment
of Behavior Rroblem Children (New York: The Macmillan C<mpany, 1936) ,p. 57.
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Concerning youth and his problems, Butterweck and Seeger say that:
"It is revolting against authority as a corrector of existing evils.
Youth has never been consciously taught to think, to plan, or to act, of
his own volition."^
Douglas gives the following point of view:
It is not to be inferred that youth understands his own
problems, nor that the task of the teacher is merely that of
directing the energies of a boy at work upon a problem idiich
he clearly recognizes and whose significance impresses him.
On the contrary, a great part of the task of one who would
Induce moral training consists, first of all, in uiKlerstanding
the real problems of boys and girls, and second, in making
these clear out and definite in the minds of those he would
teach. A teacher's ability to assidt pupils to realize his
own problems will be immeasurably strengthened through sym¬
pathetic personal CQntact."^
Young3 says:
In our complex world, there are many standards of behavior
to which the adolescent may be exposed. These alternative
choices furnished by our culture tend to confuse the adolescent.
Many of our problems arise not only from the eaqjectancy of
conflict and disturbances during adolescence, but from the
e:q}osure of the youth and of both sexes to a variety of values
of conduct fl’om which they may and must choose.
MoUette made a study of l6U pupils in the Vocational High School
of Griffin, Georgia, concerning the problems of youth. From this study
Mollete found that the major problem areas with which these students
had concern were: "Adjustment to School Work," "Social and Recreational
Activities," "Finances and Living Conditions," and "Curriculum Problems*"
These students had fewer problems concerning "Morals and Religion," lhan
1
Joseph S. Butterweck and J. Conrad Seegers, An Orientation Course
in Education (New York: 1933), p* 186.
2
Aubrey A. Douglas, Secondary Education (Boston: 1927), p. U7U
3
Kimball Young, Personality and Problems of Adjustment (itew York:
Rinehart & Congiany, 19^7), p* IAO.
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in any other areas. MoUette recommended that the courses of study
and the activities offered by the Vocational High School be checked
against these personal problems of the students to see if adequate
assistance is provided in solving those problems.^
In I9U2 Conan administered the Mooney Problem Check List, High
School form, to 603 students of the Stephen-Lee High School. Ite found
the areas in which students showed marked concern were: The Future;
Vocational and Educational; Finances, Living Conditions and EIt^)loyment;
Adjustment to school work; Personal-Psychological Relations; Health
and Physical Development; Social-Recreatleiml Activities; C\urrie\ilum
and Teaching Procedures; and Social-Psychological Relaticois. In this
study Conan found that fewer problems were registered in the area of
Home and Family, Courtship,,Sex and Marriage, and Morals and Religion.
Conan also found that the girls clearly led the boys in their constel¬
lation of problems in the psychological areas, that is, in the areas
of Personal Psychological Relations and that girls also showed men’s
sensitivity to the Home and Family Problems in the areas of The
Future; Vocational and Educational and Adjustment to School INork with




Lemuel Scott Molette, "The Problem of High School Students in
the Vocational High Sdiool, Griffin, Gewgia." Unpublished M. A,
Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 19k$t pp* 72-73.
2
Elizabeth G. King, "A Study of the Problems and Interests of
the Ninth Grade Class of the Athens High and Industrial School of
Athens, Georgia." Unpublished M. A. Thesis, School of Education,
Atlanta University, 19U9, pp. 111-112.
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Siimmarv of the Related Literature, The siarvey of the Related
Literature pertii^nt to the problem of this research is summarized
below in the generalized statements to follow.
1. ’*The needs of youth of high school ages for guidance are both
mai^ and varied on account of the stage of his development,
mental and social changes may occur idilch baffle his under¬
standing." (Reavis)
2. "Adolescents are very sensitive to social stimuli; no other
problem seems to them as serious as establishing themselves
in their society." (Cole)
3. Boys and girls are fully aware of their problems and desire
to be counselled and help in meeting these problems. (Mooney)
U. "There is no one solution to all of life's manifold problems
. . . ." The task of education and the learning e^qperiences
to which youth is subject is in the hands of the teachers
and parents. (Thom)
5. "In our school ptpilation there are a far large number of
behavior children than most of us have believed and that the
variety of behavior symptoms ranges through many forms. Sirwe
undesirable behavior has its inception early in life, it
would be most profitable to begin early the treatment of these
incipient problem-behaviors. (Wickman)
6. More and More, the significance and inportance of social and
emotional development of children has become a recognized
need that should be of prime importance in the educational
life of children
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7. ”Behaviorisms are conditioned by our cultures and nhether
they are good or bad depends upon their acceptance by the
group." (Willey)
8. Much of the research on the problems of adolescents are in
agreement that the ranking problem-areas are: vocational
choice and placement, sex and maurriage.
9. Baker and Traphagen's point of view on the general character¬
istics of behavior problem children was that behavior problem
children differ from the other types of handicapped children
in four important respects idiich serve to explain some of
their unique characteristics.
10. "It is revolting agaiiast authority as a corrector of existing
evils. Touth has never been consciously taught to think,
to plan, or to act, of his oen volition." (Butterweck and Seegers)
11. The guidance of boys and girls should be marked by (a) uikler-
standing of the real problems of boys and girls; (b) clsority
and definiteness of information about these problems; and
(c) sys^thetlc personal contract in the counselling
situation. (Douglass)
12. "In our complex world, there are many standards of behavior
to which the adolescent may be e^osed. These altez*native
choices furnished by our culture tend to confuse the
adolescent. Many of our problems arise not only from the
expectancy of conflict and disturbances during adolescence,
but from the exposure of the youth of both sexes to a variety
of values of conduct from which they may and must choose."
(Kimball Toung)
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X3* Qirls clearly led the boys on their constellation of problems
in the psychological areas* (Coean)
Ui* Teachers tend to place a different value-system on the behavior
problems than do either mental hygienists or parents.
CHA.PT1SR II
ANALYSIS AND FBESENTATION OF DATA
treatment of the data*—The analTsis^ interpretation, and presenta¬
tion of the basic data pertinent to the problem of research irere organized
around the major captions which foUoir: (a) the data derived from the
administration of the Mooney Problem Check List, (b) the data derived from
the administration of Haggerty-Olsom-llfickman Behavior Rating Schedules
(A and B).
The response to and/or reactions to "Uie Check List of Scale items
by the subjects, were treated for frequency and percents. The subject,
acc(»*ding to the design of ttw research', were divided in a group of
”Problem" and a group of "Non-ft*oblem" children for cooqparison.
Mooney Problem Check List
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.- -The first section of this thesis presents
the data on the reactions of the UO problem and non-problem pupils to the
items on the Mooney Problem Check List of the problem areas of:
1. Health and Physical Development
2. Finances, Living Conditions and Espleyment
3* Social £UKi Recreational Activities
U. Courtship, sex and marriage
5. Social-Psychological Relations
6. Personal Psychological Relations
7* Morals and Religion
8. Home and Family
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9* The Future: Vocational and Educational
10. Adjustment to School Work
11 • Curriculuin and Teaching Procedure
These data are presented in Tshles 1 through 11.
Health and Physical Develo{>ment
Rrablema lyoubling the Subjects.- xTable 1, page 27 > shows that
of liie Idiirty problems in the area of Health and Physical SeTslopmentj
the forty students in the Bryant Street School^ Conyers, Georgia, 1955-
1956, Indicated that the semen ranking problems (based on the frequency
and per cent of the check marks) for them ranged from a low of 5 or 25
percent for "Weak Eyes" to a high of 7 or 35 percent for "Being under¬
weight."
Non-Problem Group: - -The seven ranking problems for the group of
non-problem students ranged from a low of U or 20 percent for "poor
coiqplexion or skin trouble" to a high of 7 or 35 percent for "being under¬
weight," and*hot getting enough sleep." The problem ranked as listed
below.
Problem Number Percent
Being underweight 7 35
Not getting enough sleep 7 35
Frequent headaches 6 30
Weak eyes 5 25
Too short 5 25
Frequent colds 5 25
Poor e(m9}lexion or skin
trouble h 20
ftroblem Group: - -Ihe seven ranking problems for the group of problem
students ranged from a low of 3 or 15 percent for "not getting enough sleep
and frequent headaches" to a high of 6 or 30 percent for menstrual or female
disorders. Ihe problems for the Non-Problem Group ranked as follow.
Problens Nuniber Pei*cent
1. Uenstrual or female disorders 6 30
2. Being underweight 5 25
3. Weak eyes 5 25
U. Not as strong and healthy as
25I should be 5
5. Poor complexion or skin trouble 5 25
6. Prequent headaches 3 15
7. Not getting enough sleep 3 15
Rroblems Common to Both Groups. —Further, Table 1, shows that the
ranking problems common to both the problem and non-problem groups of
students were as found in the conparative list below.
Problems Problem Group Non-Problsm
Percent and Number Group
Percent and Number
1. Being underweight 7-35 5-25
2. Not getting enough sleep 7-35 2-10
3. Frequent headaches 6-30 3-15
U. Weak eyes 5-25 5-25
5. Frequent colds 5-25 3-15
6. Too short 5-25 2-10
7. Ifenstrual or female discnrders 1-5 6-30
8. Not as strong and healthy
as I should be 1-5 5-25
9. Poor conplexion or skin
trouble U - 20 5-25
Table 1, also shows that of the ranking problems in the area of
health and physical de'?el<^>inent five of the seven ranking problems of the
problem group and 5 of the 7 ranking problems of the non-problem group
were common to both the problem group and the non-problem group as ranking
problems namely: Being underweight, frequent headaches, weak eyes, not
getting enoTigh sleep and poor complexion or skin trouble. The problem
group indicated a larger percentage of liu;idenee than did the non-problem
group with the exception of the problem ’’weak eyes” idiere the problem
grocp and non-problem group scored $ or 2$ percent, respectively. Of the
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x&ble: 1
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE PROBLEM AND NON-PROBIEM GROUP OF







umber Percent Number Percent
1, Being underweight 7 35 5 25
2* Being overweight 1 5 2 10
3. Not getting enough exercise 2 10 0 0
U* Getting sick too often 3 15 2 10
5* Living very easily 3 15 5 25
6« Frequent headaches 6 30 3 15
7* Weak eyes 5 25 5 25
0. Often not hungry for my
meals 1 5 2 10
9* Not eating the right food 0 0 1 5
10. Gradually losing nel^t 0 0 0 0
11. Not as strong and healthy
as I should be 1 5 5 25
12* Not gettizig enou^ sleep 7 35 5 25
13. Not getting enough outdoor
air and sunshine 1 5 3 15
lU. Frequent colds 5 25 3 15
15* fVequent sore throat 5 25 1 5
16. Poor coaplexlQn or skin
trouble U 20 5 25
17« Poor posture 2 10 1 5
18. Too short 5 25 2 10
19. Too tall 2 10 2 10
20. Not very attractive
physically 0 0 0 0
21. Trouble with my hearing 0 0 0 0
22. Speech handicap.
stuttering, etc. 1 5 0 0
23. Allergies (hay fever.
asthma, hives, etc.) 0 0 0 0
2U. Glandular disorders, thyrold3 15 1 5
25. Menstrual or female disorderl 5 6 30
26. Poor teeth 0 0 1 5
27. Nose or sinus trouble 0 0 0 0
28. Smoking 1 5 0 0
29. IVeuble with my feet 1 5 0 0
30. Bothered by a physical
handicap 1 5 2 10
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remaining problems ehich were indicated as ranking problems» but net
common to both groups as ranking problems "menstrual or female disorders"
was indicated by 1 or 5 and 6 or 30 percent of the problem group and the
non*^oblem group respectively; "Net as strong and healthy as I should be,"
mas indicated by 1 or 5 percent and 3 or 15 percent of the problem group
and non-iproblem group respectively. "Frequent colds" was indicated by 5
or 2$ percent and 3 or 15 percent of the problem group and the non¬
problem group respectively. "Too short" mas indicated by 5 nr 25 percent
and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group respec -
tively.
Finance. Living Conditions and Employment
Problems Troubling the Sub.jects. Table 2, page 29, shows that of
the thirty problems in the area of Finance, Living Conditions and En^jlcy-
ment, the forty students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia,
1955-1956* indicated that the seven ranking problens (based on the
frequency and percent of the check marks) for them ranged from a low of U
or 20 percent for "Working for most of my own expenses" to a high of 10 or
50 percent for "Having to watch every penny I spend."
Problem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the group of problem
students ranged from a low of k or 20 percent for "Working for most of my
expenses" to a high of 10 or 50 percent for "Having to watch every penny
I spend."




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE PROBLEM AND NCRJ-PROBIfiM GROUP OF
PUPIIS ON THE MOONEY PROBIZM CHECK LIST IN THE AREA OF FINANCES,
LIVING CONDITIONS AND EMPLOYMENT
Problems Troablliig Students
Specific Problems Within mb- vn^ Problem Non-Problem
Numiber Percent Number Percent
1. Needing to learn to save money 9 U5 k 20
2. Not knowing how to spend my money
wisely 1 5 3 15
3. Having less money than my Ariends 0 0 1 5
U. Having to ask parents for money 8 Uo 3 15
5. Having no regular allowance (or
income) 2 10 U 20
6. Too few nice clothes 1 5 6 30
7. Too little money for recreation 2 10 3 15
8. Family worry §bciut money 9 kS 0 0
9. Having to watch every penny
I spend 10 50 10 50
10. Having to quit school to work 2 10 1 5
11. Wanting to earn sene of ny own
money 2 10 U 20
12. Wanting to buy more of ny things 3 15 2 10
13. Needing money for education after
high school 2 10 5 25
Hi. Needing to find a part-time Job now 3 15 1 5
15. Needing a Job during vacation 6 30 7 35
16. Living too far from school 2 10 1 5
17. Relatives living with us 1 5 1 5
18. Not having a room of my own 3 15 2 10
19. Having no place to entertain 1 5 1 5
20. Having no car in the family 1 5 2 10
21. Parents working too hard 1 5 0 0
22. Not having certain conveniences
at heme 2 10 0 0
.CM Not liking the people in my
neighborhood 5 25 1 5
2U. Wanting to live in a different
neighborhood 0 0 2 10
25. Ashamed of the home we live in 0 0 1 5
26. Borrowing money 2 10 0 0
27. Working too much outside of
school ho\irs 1 5 0 0
28. Working for most of ay expenses h 20 0 0
29. Getting law pay for ay work 2 10 2 10
30. Disliking sy present Job 3 15 1 5
30
Problem Number Percent
1* Having to natch every
penny I spend 10 50
2. Needing to learn hear to
save money 9 U5
3* Family worry about money 9 U5
U* Having to ask parents for
money 8 UO
5* Needing a job daring vacation 6 30
6. Not likii^ the people in
my neighborhood 5 25
7* Working for most of my
es^nses U 20
Non-Problem Qroup. The seven ranking problems for the group of
non-problem students ranged frem a low of U or 20 percent for "Having no
regpilar allowance" and "wanting to earn seme money of my own" to a high
of 10 or 50 percent for "having to watch every penny I spend*" The rank
of the problems is listed below*
Problem Number Percent
1* Having to watch every penny
I spend 10 50
2. Needing a job during
vacation 7 35
3* Too few nice clothes 6 30
1|* Needing money for education
after high school 5 25
5* Needing to learn how to
save money U 20
6* Wanting to earn some money
of my own U 20
7* Having no regular allowance I4 20
Problems Common to Both Oroups*- -Further, Table 2 shows that the
ranking problems common to both the problem and non-problem groups of
students were as found in the c<»parative list below*
ft*oblems Problem Group Non-Problem Group
Percent and Niunber Percent and Number
1* Having to watch every
penny I spend 10-50 10 - 50
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Problem Qroup Non-Problem Qroiip
Problem Percent and Number Percent and Number
2« Needing to learn hcnr
to save money 9 - 1:5 U - 20
3. Family worry about money 9 - 1:5 0-0
U* Having to ask parents
for money 8 - UO 3-15
5. Needixag a Job during
vacations 6 - 30 7-35
6. Too few nice clothes 1 - 5 6-30
7. Not liking the people in
my neighborhood 5 - 25 1-5
8. Needing money for education
after I finish high school 2 - 10 5-25
9. INanting to earn some of my
own money 2 - 10 oCM1
10. Working for most of my own
ejqpenses U - 20 0-0
u. Having no regular allowance
or income 2 - 10 U - 20
Table 2 also shows that of the ranking problems in the area of
Finance, Living Conditions, and Esqalo^ment three of the seven ranking
problems of the problem group and three of the seven ranking problems
of the non-problem group nere common to both the problem group and the
non-problem group as ranking problems, namely: "Having to iratch every
penny I spend" eas indicated by 10 or 50 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group respectively; "Needing to learn how to save
money" was Indicated by 9 or percent and U or 20 percent of the
problem group and the non-problem group respectively; "Needing a Job
during vacations was indicated by 6 or 30 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group respectively.
Social and Recreational Activities
Problems Troubling the Subjects. —Table 3> page 3it, shows that
of the thirty problems in the area of Social and Recreational Activities,
the forty students of the Bryant Street School, Colors, Georgia, 1955~
1956, Indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency
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and percent of the check marks) for them ranged from a low of 1 or 5 per¬
cent for "Not being allowed to go around with 'Uie people I like" to a
high of 5 er 2^ percent for "Not enou{^ tine for recreation*"
Rroblea Group* - -The seven ranking problems for the group of problem
students ranged fr<Hn a low of 2 or 10 percent for "So often not allowed to
go out at night" and "trouble in keeping a conversation" to a high of I4
or 20 percent for "Wanting to learn how to dance" and "Wanting to improve
my appearances*"
The rank of the problems is listed below*
Problem Number Percent
1* Wanting to improve my
appearance U 20
2* Wanting to learn how to
dance U 20
3* Slow in getting acquainted
with people 3 15
U* Awkward in meeting people 3 15
5* Nothing interesting to do
in my spare time 3 1^
6* So often not allowed to
go out at night 2 10
7* Trouble in keeping a
conversation going 2 10
Non-Problem Group*- -The seven ranking problems for the grotqp of
non*^oblem students ranged from a low of 3 or 15 percent for "Trouble
in keeping a conversation going," "Nothing interesting to do on a
vacation" and "Not being allowed to go around with people I like," to
a high of 5 or 25 percent for "Not enough time for recreation. The
problems ranked as listed below*
ftroblem Number Percent
1* Not enough time for recreation 5 25
2* Not enjoying many things others enjoy U 20
3* Wanting to learn how to entertain U 20




Not being alloired to
go around with the
people I like 3 ^
6* Nothing interesting to do
on my vacations 3 15
7. Trouble in keeping a con¬
versation going 3 15
ProbleiBS Common to Both Groups#- -Further, Table 3 shows that the
ranking problesis common to both the problem and non-prbblem groups of
students were as found in the comparative list below*
Problem Problem Group Non-Rroblsm Group
Number and Percent Number and Percent
1* Not enough time for
recreation 1-5 5-25
2* Not enjoying many things
others enjoy 2-10 U - 20
3* Wanting to learn how to
entertain 2-10 U - 20
U* Too careless with my clothes
and belongings 1-5 U - 20
5* Not being allowed to go around
with people I like 1-5 3-15
6* Trouble in keeping a
conversation going 2-10 3-15
7* Slow in getting acquainted
with people 3-15 1-5
8* Nothing to do in my spars
time 3-15 2-10
Table 3 also reveals that only one of the ranking problems was
ccmimon to both groups as ranking problems* "Trouble in keeping a
conversation going" was Indicated as 2 or 10 percent and 3 and 15 peircent
of the problem group and the non<^roblem group respectively* Of the
other ranking problems common to both groups, "Not enough time for recire-
ation" was Indicated 1 or 5 percent and 5 or 25 percent of the problem
group and the non-problem group respectively; "Not enjoying many things
others enjoy" was Indicated by 2 or 10 percent and U or 20 percent of the
3U
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Nuinber Percent Nvuhber Percent
Sloir in getting acquainted
with people 3
Awkward in meeting people 3
Being ill at ease at social
affairs 1
l^ouble in keeping a
conversation going 2
UnsTire of my social etiquette 1
Not enough time for recreation 1
Not enjoying many things others
enjoy 2
Too little chance to read what
I like 1
Too little chance to get out
and enjoy nature 0
Wanting more time to myself 0
Nothing interesting to do in my
spare time 3
Too little chance to go to shows 0
Too little chance to enjoy
television or radio 0
Too little chaiace to pursue a
hobl^ 0
Nothing interesting to do on
vacation 0
Not being allowed to use the
family car 0
Mot being allowed to go aroimd
with the people I like 1
So often not allowed to go out
at ni^t 0
In too few student activities 0
Too little social life 1
Wanting to learn how to dance U
Wanting to learn how to enter¬
tain 2
Wanting to improve myself
culturally 0
























































NuBdMr Percent Kuniber Percent
2$, Too careless irlth my clothes
26.
and belongings
Too little chance to do nhat
1 5 U 20
I iiant to do 2 10 0 0
27. Too little chance to get into
sports 1 5 2 10
«00CM No good place for sports
arotind home 3 15 2 10
29. Lacks skill in sports and games 2 10 1 5
30. Not using my leisure time sell 1 5 1 5
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problem group and the non-problem group respectively. "Wanting to learn
hoir to entertain" eas indicated by 2 or 10 percent and U or 20 percent
of the problem group and the non-problem group respectively, while "Too
careless with my clothes and belongings" was indicated as 1 or 5 percent
and U or 20 percent of the problem group and the non<^oblem group
respectively. "Not being allowed to go around with the people I like,"
showed 1 or 5 percent and 3 or 15 percent of the problem group and the
non-problem group respectively. "Slow in getting acquainted with people"
was indicated as 3 or 15 percent idiile "Nothing to do in ny spare time"
was indicated as 3 or 15 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group
and the nQn<^oblem group respectively. The non-problem group tended to
show a slightly higher percentage than the problem group.
Social Psychological Relations
Problems Troubling the Subjects.- -Table U, page37, shows that of
the thirty problems in the area of Social Psychological Relations, the
forty students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956,
indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency and
« •
percent of the check marks) for them Panged from a low of 2 or 10 per¬
cent for "wondering if I’ll ever get married" to a high of U or 20
percent for "No suitable place to go on dates."
Problem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the group of problem
students ranged from a low of 2 or 10 percent for "awkwa3rd in making a
date," " No std.table place to go on a date," "Girl friend," "Deciding
whe^er I’m in love," "Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex,"
and "w<xiderlng if I’ll find a suitable mate."
37
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Nonber Percent Number Percent
1. HaTing dates 1 5 3 15
2. Awknard ia making a date 2 10 0 0
3. Not mixing nell with the opposite
sex 1 5 0 0
U. Not being attractive to the
opposite sex 1 5 1 5
5. Not being allowed to have dates 1 5 1 5
6. No suitable place to go on dates 2 10 k 20
7. Not knowing how to entertain
on dates 1 5 1 5
8. Too few dates 1 5 1 5
9. Afraid of close contact with the
opposite sex 1 5 2 10
10. Embarassed by talk about sex 1 5 2 10
11. Disappointed in a love affair 0 0 3 15
12. Girl ftiend 2 10 0 0
13. Boy friend 2 10 0 0
lU. Deciding idiether to go steady 0 0 2 10
15. Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate 3 15 1 5
16. Being in love 1 5 3 15
17. Loving someone iUcio doesn't love me 0 0 2 10
18. Deciding whether I'm in love 0 0 2 10
19. Deciding whether to become engaged 0 0 0 0
20. Needing advice about marriage 0 0 0 0
21. Goint with someone my family
won't accept 1 5 1 5
22. Afraid of l(»ing the one I love 1 5 3 15
23. Breaking up a love affair 1 5 3 15
2li. WoMering how far to go with the
opposite sex 2 10 0 0
25. Wondering if I'll ever get
married 2 10 2 10
26. IMnking too much about sex mattersO 0 0 0
27. Concerned over proper sex behavior 0 0 2 10
28. Finding it hard to control sex urgeO 0 0 0
29. Worried about sex diseases 0 0 0 0
30. Needing information about sex
matters 1 5 3 15
38
The rank of the problems is beloir.
Rroblem Number Percent
1* Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate 3 15
2. Awkirard in making a date 2 10
3* No suitable place to go on a
date 2 10
U« Grirl friend 2 10
5> Deciding idiether I'm in love 2 10
6. Wondering if I'll ever get
married 2 10
7* Wondering how far to go with
the opposite sex 2 10
Non-Problem 0roup«~ - The seven ranking problems for the group of
non-problem students ranged from a low of 2 or 10 percent for "Afraid of
close contact with the opposite sex," "Wondering if I'll ever get married,"
to a high of U or 20 percent for "No suitable place to go on dates." The
problems ranked as listed below.
Problem Ntunber Percent
1. No suitable place to go
on dates U 20
2. Having dates 3 I5
3. disappointed in a love affair3 15
U* Being in love 3 15
5* Afraid of close contact with
the opposite sex 2 10
6. Wondering if I'll ever get
married 2 10
7* Afraid of losing the one I
love 3 15
Problems Cwnmon to Both Groups. —Further, Table U shows that
the ranking problems coimnon to both the problem and non-problem groups
of students were as indicated in the conqparative list that follows.
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Problems Probljem Group Non-Problem Group








No suitable place to go on dates
Wondering if I'll find a suit¬
2-10 oCM1
able mate 3-15 1-5
Having dates 1-5 3-15
Afraid of losing the one I love 1-5 3-15
Being in love
Afraid of close contact with the
1-5 3-15
opposite sex 1-5 2-10
Wondering if I'll ever get married 2-10 2-10
Table 1; also reireals that two of the ranking problems were common
to both groups as ranking problems. ’’No suitable place to go on dates"
ranked 2 or 10 percent and U or 20 percent of the problem group and the
non«^roblem group respectiTBlyj "Wondering if I'll ever get married"
ranked 2 or 10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group
respectively. Of the remaining problems common to both groups "Wonder¬
ing if I'll find a suitable mate" was indicated 3 or 15 percent and
1 or 5 percent of the problem group and the non>problaa group respec¬
tively, "Afraid of close ccaitact with the opposite sex" was indicated
by 1 or 5 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group and the non¬
problem group respectively. The non-^oblem group tended to show a slightly
higher percentage than the problem group.
Personal and Psychological Relatims
Problems Troubling the Sub.jects, - -Table 5> page l^O, shows that of
the thirty problems in the area of Personal and Psychological Relations,
the forty students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-
1956, indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency
and percent of the check marks) for them ranged from a low of 1 or 5 per-
Uo
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Problems Troubling Students
Speeifie Problems of Problem Non->Froblem
Area NtudMr Percent Number Percent
1. Getting into arguments 2 10 2 10
2. Hurting people's feelings 1 5 0 0
3. Being talked about 0 0 0 0
u* Being made fun of 1 5 1 5
5. Being diffeirent 0 0 k 20
6* Wanting a more pleasing
personality U 20 2 10
7. Not getting along sell with
other people 0 0 0 0
8. Worryij^ about how I inpress
people 0 0 1 5
9. Too easily led by other people 1 5 0 0
10. Lacking leadership ability 1 5 1 5
11. Slow in making Ariends 0 0 1 5
12. Being timid or shy 1 5 2 10
13. Feelings too easily hurt 0 0 3 15
Hi. Getting embarassed too easily 1 5 1 5
15. Feeling inferior 0 0 1 5
16. Being criticised by others 0 0 1 5
17. Being called "high hat" or
"stuck 1^)" 0 0 0 0
18. Being watched 1^ other people 2 10 h 20
19. Being left out of things 2 10 1 5
20. Hawing feelings of extreme
loneliness 0 0 0 0
2i: Wanting to more popular 1 5 1 5
22. Disliking someone 0 0 0 0
23. Being disliked by someone k 20 0 0
2U. Avoiding someone I don't like 1 5 1 5
25. Sometimes acting childish
or immature 2 10 2 10
26. Being too envious or Jealous 0 0 1 5
27. Speaking or acting without
0 0 0 0
28. Fbeling tJut nobody understands
me 1 5 0 0
29. Finding it hard to talk about
my troubles 3 15 2 10
30. No one to tell ny troubles to 0 0 2 10
cent for "Being shy or timid," to a high of U or 20 percent for "Wanting
a more pleasing personality," and being disliked by someone."
Rroblem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the group of
problem students ranged from a lor of 1 or ^ percent for "Being timid or
shy" to a high of U or 20 percent for "Wanting a more pleasing personal¬
ity,"'IBeing disliked by someone." The rank of the problems is listed
below.
Problems Number Percent
1. Wanting a more pleasing personality U 20
2. Being disliked by someone h 20
3. Finding it hard to talk about my
troubles 3 15
U* Being left out of things 2 10
5. Getting into arguments 2 10
6. Sometimes acting childish or immature 2 10
7. Being timid or shy 1 5
Non-Problem Group. - - The seven ranking problems for the group of
students ranged from a low of 2 or 10 percent for "Being timid or shjif
"Getting into arguments," "Sometimes acting childish or immature,"
"Finding it hard to talk about my troubles," to a high of U or 20 percent
for "Being different," and "Being watched by other people." The rank of
the problems is listed below.
Problems Niunber Percent
1. Being different U 20
2. Being watched by other people U 20
3. Feelings too easily hurt 3 l5
U. Getting into arguments 2 10
5. Sometimes acting childish or immature 2 10
6. Being timid or shy 2 10
7. Finding it hard to talk about my
troubles 2 10
U2
ftroblems Common to Both Groups*- -Further, Table 5 shows that the
ranking problems common to both the problem and non-problem groups of
students were as found in the con^rative list below.
Probless Problem Group Non«Problem Group
Number and Pendent Number and Percent
1. Wanting a more pleasing
pjersonality U - 20 2-10
2. Being watched by other people 2-10 U - 20
3* Finding it hard to talk about
my troubles 3-15 2-10
it. Being left out of things 2-10 1-5
5. Getting into arguments 2-10 2-10
6. Sometimes acting childish or
immature 2-10 2-10
7. Being timid or shy 1-5 2-10
Table 5 also reveals that four of the ranking problems were common
to both groups as ranking problems. "Getting into arguments," "Some¬
times acting childish or immature" were indicated by 2 or 10 p)ercent of
the problem group and the non-problem group respectively; "Finding it
hard to talk about my troubles" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 2 or
10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group respectively;
"Being timid or shy" was indicated by 1 or 5 |>ercent of the problem group
and the non-problem group respectively.
Of the remaining ranking problems that were conmim to both groups,
"Wanting a more pleasing p>ersonality" was indicated by U or 20 p}ercent
and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group
respectively; "Being watched by other pseople" was indicated by 2 or 10
percent and U or 20 percent of the problem group and the non-problem
group respectively; "Being left out of things" was indicated by 2 or 10
pjercent and 1 or 5 psercent of the problem group and the non-problem
group resp}ectlvely. The non-problem group indicated a hi^er p>ercentage
for "Being watched by other people" and "Being timid or shy."
Courtship, Sex and Marriage
Problems Troubling the Sub.lects, - oTable 6, page 45 shows that
of the thirty problems In the area of Courtship, Sex and Uarrlage, 'Uie
forty students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956,
Indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency and
per cent of the check marks) for them ranged from a loir of 3 or 15 percent
for "Losing my tesqper" to a high of 8 or 40 percent for "Forgetting things,
and "being nervous,"
Problem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the grotq) of problem
students ranged frcmi a low of 3 or 15 percent for"loslng my temper,* '!Lack-
ing self coxifldence" to a high of 7 w 35 percent for "being nervous."
The rank of the problems Is listed below.
Problems Nuinber Percent
1. Being nervous 7 35
2. Forgetting things 5 25
3. Daydreaming 5 25
4* Having bad luck 5 25
5* AArald of making mistakes 5 25
6. Lacking self confidence 5 25
7. Losing my ten^r 3 15
Non-R^oblem Group. - -The seven ranking problems for the group of
non-problem students ranged from a low of 4 or 20 percent for "forgetting
things" to a high 7 or 35 percent for "being nei^ous." The rank of the
problems is listed below.
Problems Number Percent
1. Forgetting things 8 40
2. Being nervous 8 40
3« Losing my temper 7 35
4. Taking some things too seriously 5 25
5* Not taking some things seriously 5 25
6, Worrying 5 25
7. Afraid of making mistakes 4 20
Rroblems Canmon to Both Qrogps#- -Further, Table 6 shows that the
ranking probleme ccnmion to both the problem and non-problem groups of















Forgetting things 5-25 8 - Uo
Being nervous 7-35 8 - Uo
Losing OQT temper 3-15 7-35
Not taking some things seriously 2-10 5-25
Worrying 2-10 5-25
Afraid of making a mistake 5-25 U - 20
Daydreaming 5-25 2-10
Having bad luck 5-25 2-10
Lacking self confidence 3-15 U - 20
Table 6 further reveals that three of the ranking problems were
common to both groups as ranking problems. "Being nervous" was indicated
by 7 ca* 35 percent and 8 or kO percent of the problem group and the non-
problem group, respectivelyj "Forgetting things" was indicated by 5 or
25 percent and 8 or UO percent of the problem group and the non problem
group while "losing my tenper" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 7
or 35 percent of the problem group and the non problem group respectively.
Of the remaining ranking problems that were common to both groups
"not taking sane things seriously" and "worrying" indicated that 2 or
10 percent and 5 or 25 percent of the problem group and the non>problem
group ranted the highest. "Afraid of making a mistake" was indicated
by 5 or 25 percent and U or 20 percent of the problem group and the n(m
problem group respectively. "Daydreaming," "having bad luck," was
Indicated by 5 or 25 percent of the problem group and the nen-^oblem
group. "Lacking self confidence" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and
U or 20 percent of the problem group and the non problem group. The non
problem group indicated a significantly higher percentage than the inroblem
I&BLE 6
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Numiber Percent Number Percent
1. Losing nsy temper 3 15 7 35
2. Takii^ some things too seriously 2 10 5 25
3. Being nervous 7 35 8 uo
li. Getting excited too easily 1 5 0 0
5. Worrying 2 10 5 25
6. Daydreaming 5 25 2 10
7* Being careless 0 0 1 5
8. Forgetting things 5 25 8 Uo
9* Being lazy
10. Not taking some things seriously
1 5 3 15
enough 2 10 2 25
11. Moodiness, "having the blues"
12. Trouble making up my mind about
2 10 0 0
things 1 5 li 20
13. Afraid of making mistakes s 25 h 20
lii. Tee easily discouraged 0 0 1 5
15* Sometimes wishing I'd never been born 2 10 h 20
16. Afraid to be left out or alone 0 0 1 5
17* Too easily moved to tears 2 10 0 0
18. Falling in so many things I try to
19* Can't see the value of most things
do 1 5 1 5
I do 0 0 0 0
20. Unhappy too much of the time 1 5 0 0
21. Being too stubborn or obstinate 1 5 0 0
22. Tending to exaggerate too much 0 0 0 0
23* Having bad luck 5 25 2 10
2k» Not having aiiy fun 0 0 0 0
2$. Lacking self-confidence 3 15 k 20
26. Too many personal problems
27* Having memories of an unhappy
0 0 1 5
childhood 0 0 0 0
28. Bothered by bad dreams
29* Sometimes bothered by thoughts of
0 0 0 0
insanity 0 0 0 0
30. Thoughts of suicide 0 0 0 0
U6
group for all the ranking priAlems common to both groups except for
'•daydreaming” and "having bad luck*"
Morals and Religion
Rroblems Troubling the Subjects* - -Table 7» pageUT^ shows that
of the thirty problems in the area of Morals and Religion, the forty
students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956,
indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency and
percents of the check marks) for them ranged from a low of 1 or 5 per¬
cent for "puzzled about the meaning of God," "getting into trouble"
to a high of 7 or 35 percent for "can't forget some mistakes I've made."
Problem Group*- -The seven ranking problems for the group of
problem students ranged from a low of 2 or 10 percent for "puzzled about
the meaning of God,” "scMnetimes not being as honest as I should be,"
"troubled by the bad things other kids to" to a high of 7 or 35 percent
for "can't forget some mistakes I've made." The rank of the problems
is listed below.
Problems Number Percent
1* Can't forget sane mistakes
I've made 7 35
2* Wanting to understand more about
the Bible U 20
3* Wanting to feel close to God U 20
U* Wondering what beccanes of people
when they die 3 15
5* doubled by the bad things other
kids do 2 10
6* Sometimes not being as honest
as I should 2 10
7* Puzzled about the meaning of God 2 10
Non-Problem Group.- -The seven ranking paroblems for the group of
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Number Percent Number Percent
1. Worried about a member of the family 1
2. Sickness in the family 1
3* Parents sacrificing too much for me 2
U. Parents not understanding me U
5* Being treated like a child at home 0
6. Not living with my parents h
7« Patents separated or divorced 3
8. Father or mother not living 1
9* Not having any fun with mother or dad 1
10» Feeling I don't ideally have a h(mie 0
11. Being criticized b7 my parents 1
12. Parents favoring a brother or sister 1
13. Mother 1
lU. Father 1
15. Death in the family 0
16. Being an only child 1
17. Not getting along with a brother or
sister 0
18. Parents making too many decisions
for me 1
19. Parents not trusting me 1
20. Wanting more flreedom at home 1
21. Clash of ppinlons between me and
my family 1
22. Talking back to my parents 1
23* Parents ejqpectlng too much of me 1
2]»« Wanting love and affection 0
25. Wishing I had a different family
background 0
26. Ariends not welcomed at home 0
27. Family quarrels 0
28. Unable to discuss certain problems
at home 1
29. Wanting to leave heme 1













































































non-problem students ranged from a low of 1 or 5 percent for "puzzled
about the meaning of Qod," and "getting into trouble" to a high of 2
or 10 percent for "not going to church often^" and "parents making me
go to church," "having a certain bad habit," "wanting to understand
more about the Bible," "wondering what becomes of people when they die."
The rank of the problems is listed below.
Problems Number Percent
1. Not going to church often enough 2 10
2. Parents making me go to church 2 10
3* Wanting to understand more about
the Bible 2 10
U* Wondering what becomes of people
when they die 2 10
5« Having a certain bad habit 2 10
6. Getting into trouble 1 5
7* Puzzled about the meaning of God 1 5
Rroblems Coimnon to Both Groups.- -Further, Table 7 shows that the
ranking problems conmon to both the problem and non-problem group of
students were as is found in the cong)aratlve list below.
Problems Problem Group Non-Problem Group
Number and Percent Number and Percent
1. Wanting to understand more
about the Bible U - 20 2-10
2. Wondering what becomes of
people when they die 3-15 2-10
3* Puzzled about the meaning of God 2-10 1-5
U. Not going to church often enough 2-10 2-10
5* Having a certain bad habit 1-5 2-10
6. Getting into trouble 1-5 1-5
7. Wanting to feel close to God h - 20 1- 5
Table 7 also reveals that four of the ranking problems were common
to both groups as ranking problems. "Wanting to imderstand more about
God" indicated U or 20 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group respectively. "Wondering what becomes of
pec^ls irtien they die" ranged 3 or percent and 2 or 10 percent or
the prohlem group and the non-problem group respectively* "Puzzled
about the meaning of God" was indicated by 2 or 10 percent and 1 or
5 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group, respectively.
Of the remaining problems that were common to both groups "having
a certain bad habit" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent and 2 or 10 percent
of the problem group and the non«^oblem groi^* "Wauiting to feel close
to God" was indicated by U or 20 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the
problem and the non«^oblem group respectively*
Home and Family
/
Problems Troubling the Subjects* - -Table 8, page^l, shows that
of the thirty problems in the area of Hone and Family, the forty students
of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956, indicated that
the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency and percent of the
check marks) for them ranged fr<»D a low of 1 or 5 percent for "talkii^
back to my parents," "parents separated or divorced," '•worried about
a member of the family," "clash of opinions between me and my family,"
and "being an only child*"
Problem Group*- -The seven ranking problems for tise group of
problem students ranged from a low of 1 or 5 percent for "clash of opin¬
ions between me and my family," "being an only child," "worried about a
member in the family" to a high of U or 20 percent for "parents not
understanding me" emd "not living with my parents*" The rank of the
problems for the group of problem students is listed below*
50
ProbljBm Number Percent
1* Parents not tinders tending me U
2* Not living with aiy parents U
3> Parents separated or divorced 3
U. Parents sacrificing too much for me 2
5* Worried about a member in the family 1
6« Being an only child 1









Non-Problem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the non-problem
students ranged from a low of 1 or 5 percent for **worried about a member
of the family," "parents separated or divorced," "talking back to ngr
parents" to a high of 3 or 15 percent for "parents sacrificing too much
for me*" The rank of the problems is listed below.
Problem Number
1. Parents sacrificing too much for me 3
2. Parents not understanding me 2
3* Clash of opinions between ms and
my family 2
U* Parents ejecting too much of me 2
5* Worried about a member of the family 1
6* Parents separated or divorced 1









Problems Common to Both Groups*- -Further, Table 8 shows that the
problems ccmanon to both the problem and the non-problem groups of students
were as is found in the con^ratlve list below*
Problems Problem Group Non-Problem Group









Parents not understanding me U - 20 2-10
Parents sacrificing too much for mei - 10 3-15
Parents separated or divorced 3-15 1- 5
Clash of opinion between me and
my family 1-5 2-10
Parents expecting too much of me 1- 5 2-10
Talking back to my parents 1- 5 1- 5
Worried about a member of my
family 1-5 1- 5
Being an only child 1- 5 1-5
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FUPIIS ON THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK L35T IN THE AREA OF MORAIS AND
RELIQION
Problems doubling Students
Specific I^oblems of Problem Non-Problem
Area
Number Percent Number Percent
1. Not going to church often enoo^ 2
2. Not living up to BUT ideal 0
3* Puzzled about the meaning of Qod 2
U» Doubting aaoB of the rell^oue
things I am told ' 0
$• C<mfu8ed on sane of my religious
beliefs 1
6. Parents making me go to church 0
7* Disliking church services 0
8* Doubting the value of worship and
prayer 0
9* Wanting to feel close to Ood U
10* Affected by racial or religious
prejudice 1
11. Wondering how to tell right flcom
wrong 0
12, Confused on seme moral questions 0
13* Parents old fashioned in their ideasl
lh« Wanting to understand more about
the Bible U
15* Wondering what becones of people
when they die 3
16. Can't forget some mistakes
I made 7
17* Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell 0
18* Afraid God is going to punish me 0
19* Troubled by the bad things other
kids do 2
20. Being tempted te cheat in classes 0
21. Sometimes lying without meaning to 0
22* Swearing, dirty stories 0
23* Having a certain bad habit 1
2U. Being unable to break a bad habit 1
25* Lacking self control 0
26* Sometimes not being as honest as
I should be 2
27* Getting into trouble 1
28. Giving in to teiQ>tatloa 0.
29* Having a troubled or guilty
conscience 0
30. Being punished for something I
































Table 8 also reveals that five of the ranking problems irere common
to both groups as ranking problems* **Parent8 not understanding me" iwas
U or 20 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem and the non-problem
group respectively. "Parents separated or divorced," 3 car 15 percent
and 1 or 5 percent of the problem and the non-problem group; "clash of
opinions between me and my family," 1 or 5 percent and 2 or 10 percent
of the problem group and the non-problem group; "worried about a member
in the family," 1 or 5 percent of the problem grcxip and the non-problem
group respectively. Of the remaining problems common to both groups
"parents e:q)ecting too much of me" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent and
2 or 10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group, while
"talking back to my parents"hnd "being an only child" were indicated
by 1 or 5 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group respec¬
tively.
The jFuture Vocational and Educational
Problems Troubling the Sub.jects. Table 9, page5U, shows that
of the thirty problems in Ihe area of the Future Vocational and Educa¬
tional, the forty students of the Ekyant Street School, Conyers,
Georgia, 1955‘*1956, indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on
the frequency and percent of the check marks) for them ranged fpcm a
lew of 3 or 15 percent fca* "missing too many days of school" and "not
really interested in books" to a high of 8 or UO percent for "trouble
with mathematics."
Problem Group.- —The seven ranking problems for the problem group
of students ranged from a low of 3 or 15 percent for "missing too many
days out of school" to a high of 8 or UO percent for "trouble with
mathematics*" The rank of the problems is listed belos
Problems Number Percent
1. Trouble with mathematics 8
2* Not spending enough time in study 6
3* Not really interested in books 6
U* Getting low grades 6
5* Worrying about grades 6
6* Afraid of falling in school work h








Non-Problem Group*- -The seven ranking problems for the non<iproblem
group of students ranged from a low of 3 or 15 percent for "not really
Interested in books" to a high of 7 or 35 percent for "don’t know how
to study effectively*" The problems ranked as listed below*
Problems Number Percent
1* Don't know how to study effectively 7
2. Not spending enougn time in study 6
3* Missing too many days of school 5
U* Weak in Spelling or grammar 5
5* Afraid to speak up in class U
6* Worrying about examinations U








Problems Common to Both Groups*- -Further, Table 9 shows that the
ranking problems common to both the problem and non-problem groups of
students were as is found in the comparative list below*
Problems Problem Group Non-Aroblem Group
Number and Percent Number and Percent
1* Don't know how to study
effectively
2* Not spending enough time in
2-10 7-35
study 6-30 6-30
3* Missing too many days of school 3-15 5-25
U* Weak in spelling or grammar
5* Afraid to speak up in class
2-10 5-25
discussions 2-10 U - 20
6* Not really interested in books 6-30 3-15
7* Worrying about examinations 1-5 li - 20
TkBm 9
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON THE FROBLESf AND NON-PROBIEU GROUP OF
PUPIXS ON THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST IN THE AREA OF ADJUSTMENT
TO SCHOOL WORK
ft'oblans Troubling Students
Specific ^oblems of Problea Non-ProblemArea
Number Percent Number Percent
1. Needing to decide on an occupation 1 5 3 15
2. Needing to know more about occupations 0 0 2 10
3. Restless to get out of school and into
a Job 0 0 3 15
U* Can't see 'Uiat school work is doing me
any good 0 0 5 25
5. Want to be on my <nni 13 65 1 5
6. Choosing best subjects to take next term 3 15 0 0
7. Choosing best subjects to prepare for
college 5 25 0 0
8. Choosing best subjects to prepare for
a Job 0 0 1 5
9. Getting needed training for a given
occupation 0 0 0 0
10. Wanting to learn a trade 0 0 3 15
11. Deciding whether to go to college 1 5 1 5
12. Needing to know more about the college 3 15 k 20
13. Needing to decide a particular college2 10 2 10
lU. Afraid I won't be admitted to a college 1 5 1 5
15. Afraid I'll never be able to go to
college 8 1*0 1 5
16. Laokiag training for a Job 3 15 3 15
17. Lacking work ejqMrienee 2 10 2 10
18. Afraid of unesqployment after graduation 3 15 3 15
19. Doubting ability to handle good Job 1 5 0 0
20. Don't know how to look for a Job 2 10 U 20
21. Not knowing what I really want 0 0 1 5
22. Needing to plan ahead for the future 0 0 1 5
23. Family opposing some of my plans 2 10 0 0
21*. Afj?aid of the future 0 0 2 10
25. Concerned about military services 1 5 2 10
26. Unable to enter desired vocation 1 5 1 5
27. Doubting the wisdom of my vocational
choice 0 0 0 0
28. Needing to know my vocational abilities 1 5 2 10
29. Doubting I can get a Job in my chosen
vocation 0 0 0 0
30. Wanting advice on vdiat to do after
high school 0 0 0 0
Table 9 also reveals that of the raiking problems in the area
of The Future Vocational and Educational^ those common to both the
common and the non-problem groups are, namely: "Not spending enough
time in study," as indicated by 6 or 30 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group; "missing too many days of school" as mas
indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 5 or 25 percent of the problem group
respectively.
Of the remaining problems that mere common to both groups,
"afraid to speak up in class discussions" mas indicated by 2 or 10 per¬
cent and U or 20 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group
respectively; "not really interested in books," mas indicated by 6 or
30 percent and 3 or 15 percent of the problem group and non-problem
group, irespectively. "Don't knom horn to study effectively" mas indi¬
cated by 2 or 10 percent and 7 or 35 percent of the problem group and
non-problem group, respectively; "meak in spelling cr grammar" mas
indicated by 2 or 10 percent and 5 or 25 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group, mhlle "morrying about examinations," mas
Indicated by 1 or 5 percent and or 20 percent of the problem group
and the non-problem group, respectively.
Ad.lustment to School Work
Problems Troubling the Sub.jects.- -Table 10, page 57, shoms that
of the thirty problems in the area of Adjustment to School Work, the
forty students of the Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956,
indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency and
percent of the check marks) for them ranged frran a low of 3 op 15 per-
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cent for "lackiiig training for a Job," "ronting to learn a trade,"
■Vestless to get out of school and get a Job," "needing to decide on
an occupation," %fraid of ux>enQ>loynient after graduation," "needs to
knoir more about college," and "choosing best subjects to take next
term" to a high of 15 or 65 percent for "wanting to be on my own*"
ft»oblem Group>«- -The seven ranking problems for the group of prob¬
lem students ranged from a ).air of 3 cr 15 percent for "afraid of unem¬
ployment after graduation," "lacking training for a Job," "needing to
know more about college." The rank of the problems is listed below.
Problem Number Percent
1. Wanting to be on my own 13 65
2. Afraid I'll never go to college 8 UO
3. Choosing best subjects to prepare
for college 5 25
I;. Choosing best subjects to take next
term 3 15
5* Needing to know more about college 3 15
6. Lacking training for a Job 3 15
7. Afraid df unenploynent after graduation 3 15
Non-Problem Group. - -The seven ranking problems for the group
of non-problem students ranged from a low of 3 or 15 percent for
"lacking in training for a Job," "wanting to learn a trade," "restless
to get out of school and get a Job," "needing to decide on an occupation,"
to a high of 5 ca* 25 percent for "can't see that school work is §oini
me any good." ^Qie rank of the problems is listed below.
Problem Number Percent
1. Can't see that school work is doing
me any good 5 25
2. Needing to knonr mere about college k 20
3* Don't know how to look for a Job h 20
U* Needing to decide on an occupation
5. Restless to get out of school and
3 15
get a Job 3 15
6. Wanting to learn a trade 3 15
7* lacking training for a Job 3 15
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF OHE PROBLEN AND NON-FROBLEU GROUP OF
PUPIIB ON THE UOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST IN THE AREA OF THE FUTURE
VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL
Problems IVoubling Studeats
Specific Problems of Area Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
!• Itissiag too many days of school 3 15 5 25
2* Beiiag a grade behind in school 3 15 0 0
3* Adjusting to a new school 0 0 0 0
U* Taking the wrong subjects 2 10 0 0
5* Not spending enough time in study 6 30 6 30
6. Not really interested in books 6 30 3 15
7* Unable to ej^ess myself well in words 0 0 3 15
8. Vocabulary too limited 2 10 2 10
9* Trouble with oral reports 2 10 0 0
10. Afraid to speak up in class discussions 2 10 h 20
11. Not getting studies done on time 0 0 1 5
12* Not liking school 0 0 0 0
13. Not interested in some subjects ' 1 5 2 10
lU« Can*t keep my mind on my studies 2 10 2 10
15« Don't know how to study effectively 2 10 7 35
16. Trouble with mathematics 8 ho 0 0
17* Weak in writing 3 15 2 10
16. Weak in spelling or grammar 2 10 5 25
19. Trouble in outlining or note taking 0 0 0 0
20. Trouble in organising papers and reports 1 5 2 10
21. Don't like to study 0 0 3 15
22. Poor memory 0 0 1 5
23. Slow in reading 1 5 0 0
2U* Worrying about grades 6 30 1 5
25* Worrying about examinations 1 5 h 20
26. Getting low grades 6 30 2 10
27. dust can't get some subjects 2 10 3 15
28. Not smart enough 1 5 3 15
29* Afraid of falling in school work u 20 2 10
30. Wanting to quit school 0 0 0 0
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Problems Qommon to Both Groups*- - Further, Table 10 shoirs tliat
ranking problems common to both the problem and non'-problem groups of
students were as Is found In the comparative list below*
Problems
Problem Group Non-Problem Group
Number and Percent Number and Percent
Wanting to be on my own
Afraid I'll never go to
13-65 1- 5
college
Needing to know more about
8 - liO 1- 5
college
Don't know how to look for
3-15 U - 20
a Job 2-10 U - 20
Lacking training for a Job
kfr&li of unenployment after
3-15 3-15
graduation from high school
Needing to decide on an
3-15 3-15
occupation 1- 5 3-15
Table 10 also x*eveals that of the ranking problems in the area
of Adijustment to School Work, three of the seven ranking problems were
common to both groups as ranking problems, namely: '^Needing to know
more about college" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 1* or 20 per¬
cent of the problem groiQ) and the non-problem group respectively.
"Lacking training for a Job" was indicated by 3 or l5 percent and 5 or
15 percent for the problem group and the non-problem group respectively*
Of the remaining problem that was common to both groups, "wanting
to be on my own" was indicated by 13 or 65 percent and 1 or 5 percent
of the problem group and the non-problem group, respectively* "Afraid
I'll never go to college" was indicated by 8 or UO percent and 1 or 5
percent of the problem group and the non-|a*oblem group* "Don't know
how to look for a Job" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 3 or 15
percent of the problem group and the non-problem group respectively*
"Afraid tf unemployment after graduation" was indicated by 3 or 15 per
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cent of the pro'll®® and non-problem group while "needing to decide on
an occupation" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent and 3 or 15 percent of
the problem group and the non«^a:*oblem group^ respectively.
Curricu.Tmn and Teaching Procedures ^
ProbTatna Troubling the Subjects. - -Table Uj page 6o, shows that
of the thirty laroblems in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures,
the forty students of the Bryant Street School, Coiyers, Georgia, 1955-
1956, indicated that the seven ranking problems (based on the frequency
and percent of the check marks) ranged from a low of 1 or 5 percent for
"unfair tests," "textbooks too hard to understand," "not enough good
books in the library," "subjects not related to every day life" to a i
high of U or 20 percent for "family not understanding idiat I have to do
in school."
Problem Group.- -The seven ranking problems for the group of
problem students ranged fi*om a low of 1 or 5 percent for "Subjects not
related to everyday life," "not enough good books in the library,"
"textbooks too hard to understand" to a hi^ of 3 or 15 percent for
"family not understanding me," "made to take subjects I don't like,"
and "not enough school spirit." The problems ranted as listed below.
Problems Number Percent
1. Family not understanding what
I have to do in school
2. Made to take subjects I d«i't
like
3* Hot enough school spirit
U. Poor assemblies
5. Subjects not related to
everyday life
6. Not enough good books in the
library

















DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE PROBLEM AND NON-PROBIEM QROUP OF
PUPILS ON THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST IN THE AREA OF CURRICULUM
AND TEACHINO PROCEDURE
Problems Troubling Students
Specific Problems of Area Problem Non-Problem
Nundser Percent Number Percent
1. Haring no suitable place to 8tu47
at heme 1 5 U 20
2. Family not uxiderstanding what I hare
to do in school 3 15 1 5
3* Wanting subjects not offered by the
school 0 0 0 0
U* Nade to take subjects I don't like 3 15 1 5
5* Subjects not related to ereryday life 1 5 1 5
6. Textbooks too hard to understand 0 0 0 0
7* Teachers too hard to understand 0 0 0 0
8. So often feel restless in classes 0 0 1 5
9* Too little freedom in classes 0 0 0 0
10. Not enough discussions in classes 0 0 0 0
11. Not enough good books in the library 1 5 2 10
12* Too much work required in some subJectsO 0 1 5
13* Not allowed to take seme subjects I
want 0 0 0 0
lU* Not getting along with the teachers 0 0 1 5
15* School is toe strict 0 0 1 5
16« Classes too dull 1 5 2 10
17* Teachers lacking personality 1 5 0 0
18* Teachers lacking interest in students 0 0 0 0
19* Teachers net fjrlendly to students 0 0 0 0
20* Not getting personal help from
teachers 0 0 0 o
21* Teachers not considerate of student's
feelings 0 0 1 5
22* Teachers not practicing what they
preach 0 0 0 0
23* Too many poor teachers 0 • 0 1 5
2U* Grades unfair as measures of ability 0 0 0 0
25* Unfair tests 0 0 1 5
26* School activities poorly organised 0 0 2 10
27* Students not given enough
responsibilities 0 0 1 5
28* Not enough school spirit 3 15 3 15
29* Lunch hour too short 0 • 0 0 0
30. Poor assemblies 2 10 2 10
6l
Non-Problem Group*- -The seven ranking problems for the group of
non-problem students ranged from a loe of 1 or 5 percent for "unfair
tests" to a high of U or 20 percent for "having no suitable place to
study at home*" The problems ranked as listed below.
Problem Number Percent
1. Having no suitable place to study
at h<miB U 20
Not enough school spirit 3 15
Not enough good books in the library 2 10
Classes too dull 2 10
School activities poorly organized 2 10
Poor assemblies 2 10
Unfair tests 1 5
Problems Common to Both Groups.- -Further, Table 11 shows that the
ranking problems common to both the problem and non-problem groups of
students were found in the conqparative list below.
^oblem I¥oblem Group Non-Problem Group
Number and Percent Niunber and Percent
1. No suitable place to study
at home
2. Made to take subjects I don't
like
3. Not enough school spirit
U. Poor assemblies
5. Subjects not related to every¬
day life
6. Not enough good books in the
library
7. Family not understanding what
I've to do in school






Table 11 also reveals that three of the seven ranking problems
were common to both groups as iranking problems. "Not enough school
spirit" was indicated bsr 3 or 15 percent for the problem group and the
non-problem group, respectively. "Not enough good books in the library"
was indicated by 1 or 5 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group
and non-problem group, respectively, while Tpocr assemblies" was indi-
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Gated by 2 or 10 percent and 2 or 10 percent of the problem group and
the non-problem group, respectively.
Of the remaining probleitffl common to both groups, "no suitable
place to study at home" eas Indicated by 10 or 50 percent and U or 20
percent of the problem group and the non-problem group, respectively.
"Made to take subjects I don* t like" naa indicated by 3 or 15 percent
and 1 or 5 percent of the problem group and the non-j^oblem group,
and "subjects not related to everyday life" T?as indicated by 1 or 5 per¬
cent of the problem group and the non-^oblem group respectively. "Not
enough good books in the library" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent and 2
or 10 percent of the problem group and the non-problem group while
"family not understanding vdiat I have to do in school" was indicated by
3 or 15 percent and 1 or 5 percent of the problem group and the nwi-
problem group, respectively.
TABI£ 12
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES ON THE HAGOERTY-OISON-WICKMAN
BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECORD SCHEDULE A (Behavior Problems
Observed In Children) As Indicated for The Bryant
Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956.
Behavior Problems
Problem Non-Rroblem
Nrunber Percent Number Percent
1. Disinterest in School Work 8 Uo 0 0
2. Cheating 2 10 0 0
3. Unnecessary Tardiness 0 0 0 0
U. Lying 3 15 0 0
5. Defiance to Discipline 1 5 0 0
6. Marked overactivity 1 5 0 0
7. Uipopular with Children 2 10 0 0
8. Ten^r Outbursts 1 5 0 0
9. Bullying 0 0 0 0
10. Speech Difficulties 0 0 0 0
11. I^glnative Lying 0 0 0 0
12. Sex Offenses 0 0 0 0
13. Stealing 1 5 0 0
lU. Il^ancy 0 0 0 0
l5. Obscene notes. Talk, or Pictures 1 5 0 0
Observations on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedules
(Schedule A). The data on the observed behavior problems manifested in
the classroom by the group of Problem and Non-Problem pupils of the E^yant
Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956, are presented in the Table
above.
The data revealed that for the group of Non-Problem children none
of the 15 problems indicated on the Schedule was identifies as a manifest
problem in behavior. On the other hand, for the group of Problem children
the observed problems in behavior ranged from a 1 or 5 percent for
"defiance to discipline'/ "marked overactivity," "teiqper outbursts,"
"stealing," and "obscene notes, talk, or pictures," to a high of 8 or UO
percent for "disinterested in school work." The other obseirved behaviOT
manifestations ranked as follows: 3 or l5 percent for "lying," 2 or 10
percent for "cheating" and "unpopular with children."
It is of interest to note that the usual problems of sex offenses,
imaginative lying, and truancy were not indicated as observed behavior
for these Problem children. It is, also, of greater interest to note that
for the Non-Problem children none of the behavior problems were indicated
in any category of frequency of occurence.
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HAGGERTY-OlSOH-tfICKMAN BEHAVIOR SCAI£, SCHEDUI£ (B)
INTELLIGENCE TRAIOS
The data on the seven aspects of Intelligence of Schedule B of
the Bagger•ty-Ol8on*^ickinan Behavior Hating Scale for the group of
ftroblem subjects and Non-ftroblem subjects are presented in Tables 13
through k7» pages
Hoy Intelligent Is He? - - The data on the Hoir Intelligent Is He?
Component of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Divisi<m I) are
presented in Table 13) page 65) Table 13 shoirs that "dull** was indicated
by 7 or 35 percent of the Problem Group and •’none*’ for the Non-Problem
group) respectively. "Equal of average child on the street" nas
indicated by 11 or 55 percent or 70 percent of the Problem Group and
the Non-Problem Group) respectively. "Etight" was indicated by 2 or
10 percent and 5 or 25 percent of the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group while "feeblenninded" and "brilliant" were not indicated
by either group.
Is he Abstracted or Wide Awake? - -The data on the Is he abstracted
or wide awake? CompoTOnt of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B,
Division I) are presented in Table lii, page 66^
Table lU shows that "frequently becones abstracted" was indicated
by 8 or 1*0 percent and 1 or 5 percent of the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. "Usually present-minded" was indicated by
10 or 50 percent and 13 or 65 percent of the Problem Group and the Non-
ftroblem Group and "wide awake" was Indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the
Problem Group and 6 or 30 percent for the Non-Problem Group, respectively
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1&BI£ 13
DISTRIBUTION OF 1H£ RESPONSES TO IHE QUESTION: HCW INTELLIOENT 15 HE?
AS OBTAINED FROM IHE •'HIOBLEM'* AND'VON-HlOBI£M» GROUP, RESFECTIVELI,







Feeble-minded 0 0 0 0
Dun 7 35 0 0
Equal of average child
oa the street n 55 15 75
Bright 2 10 5 25
ft*iUiant 0 0 0 0
"Continually absorbed in hijnselP* and "keenly alive arid alert" were
not indicated for either group.
Is His Attention Sustained? The data on the Is his attention
sustained? Component of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division I)
are presented in Table 15, page 6?.
Table 15 shows that "distracted" "jumps ft*oiD one thing to another"
was indicated by 1 or 5 percent for the problem group and the non¬
problem group, respectively. "Difficult to keep at talk until completed"
was indicated 1:^ 9 or U5 percent for the problem group and the non¬
problem group, respectively. "Attends adequately" was indicated by 8 or
UO percent and 13 or 65 percent for the problem and non-problem groups
respectively, "Is absorbed in what he does" was indicated by 2 or 10
percent and 6 or 30 percent for the problem group and the non*problem
group while "able to hold attention for long periods" was not indicated
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TABLE lit
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: 15 HE ABSTRACT OR WIDE
AWAKE? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM” AND "NON-PROBLEM GROUP,
RESPECTIVELY OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA
1955-1956.
Trait Problem Non-n:oblem
Number Percent Number Percent
Continually absorbed in
himself 0 0 0 0
Frequently becomes abstracted 8 1:0 1 5
Usually present minded 10 50 13 65
Wide awake 2 10 6 30
Keenly alive and alert 0 0 0 0
by either group.
Is He Slow or Quick in Thinking? The data on the Is he slow
or quick in thinking? Conponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule
B, Division I) are presented in Table 116^, page, 68.
Table 15 shows that "extremely slow" was indicated by 3 or 15 per
cent for the problem group and none far the non-problem group, respective¬
ly; "sluggish plodding" was indicated by 6 or 30 percent and 1 or 5 per¬
cent for the problem group and the non-problem group. "Thinks with
ordinary speed" was indicated by 10 or 50 percent and 13 or 65 percent
for the problem group and the non-problem group idiile "agile minded"
was indicated by 1 or 5 percentaand 6 or 30 percent for the problem
group and non-problem group, respectively.
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HIS ATTENTION SUSTAINED?
AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBIEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM” GROUP, RESPBCTIVELI,
OF THE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-19^6.
Tirait —Bpoblem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Distrac ted: ju^s rapidly “
from one thing to another 1 5 0 0
Difficult to keep at task
until coopleted 9 U5 1 5
Attends adequately 8 Uo 13 65
Is absorbed in what he does 2 10 6 30
Able to hold attention for
long periods 0 0 0 0
Is He Slovenly or Careful in His Thinking? Data on Is he slovenly
or careful in his thinking? Conponent of the Behavior Rating Scale
(Schedule B, Division I) are presented in Table 17, page 69
Table 17 shoirs that "Very slovenly and illogical" was indicated by
U or 20 percent by the problem group and "none" for the non-problem
group, respectively; "imxact, a dabbler" was Indicated by 6 or 30 percent
and "none" for the problem group and non-problem group, respectively;
"moderately careful" was indicated by 8 or UO percent and 13 or 65 percent
for the problem grcup and non-problem group. "Consistent and logical"
was indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the problem group and 6 or 30 percent
for the non-problem group, iriiile "precise" was indicated by "none" for ttae
problem group and 1 or 5 percent for the non—problem group, respectively.
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TABI£ 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SLOff OR QUICK IN
THINKING? AS OBTAINED JROM THE "PROBLEM** AND **NON-PROBLEM** GROUP,






Extremely slow 3 15 0 0
Sluggish plodding 6 30 1 5
Thinks with ordinary speed 10 50 13 65
Exceedingly rapid 0 0 0 0
Agile minded 1 5 6 30
Is he Mentally Lazy or Active?- -The data on Is he mentally lazy
or active? Conponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B Division I)
no
are presented in Table 18, page 70*
"Interests: lazy aM inert" eas not indicated for the problem
group nor the non-problem group. "Lethargic, idles along" was indicated
by 10 or 50 percent and 12 or 60 percent for the problem group and the
non-problem group, respectively. "Eager" was indicated by 2 or 10 percent
and 5 or 25 percent for the problem group and the non-problem group,
respectively, iriiile "shows hyperactivity" was not indicated by the problem
group nor the non-problem group.
Is He Indifferent or Does He Take Interest in Things?- -The data
on the Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things? Coiqponent
of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B Division I) are presented in
Table 19, page 71,
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TkBl£ 17
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SLOVENLI OR CAREFUL
IN HIS TfflNKINQ? AS OBTAINED FRCW THE "PROBLEN” AND "NON-PROBLEM" CHIODP,






Very slovenly and illogical U 20 0 0
Inexact, a dabbler 6 30 0 0
Moderately careful 8 Uo 13 65
Consistent and logical 2 10 6 30
Precise 0 0 1 5
Table 19 shows that "Is he indifferent, unconcerned" was indicated
by 2 or 10 percent for the ftroblem Group and "none" for the Non-I^oblem
group; "uninquisitive, rarely interested" was indicated ^ 8 or UO percent
auid 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. "Displays imusual curiosity and Interests" was indicated
by 9 or U5 percent and 12 or 60 percent for the Problem Group and the Non—
Aroblem group respectively. "Interests" are easily aroused " was indicated
by 1 or 5 percent and 6 or 30 percent for the l^oblem and Non-Aroblem
group while "has consuming interests in almost everything" was not Indicated
by the Plroblem Group or the non—Aroblem Group.
Is He Slovenly or Neat in Personal Appearance? ^The data on the
Is he slovenly or neat in personal appearance? Conponent of the Behavior
■p
Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division I) are presented in Table 20, page 72.
Table 20 shows that "unkempt, very slovenly" was not indicated for
the Problem Group or the Non—Problem Group* "Inconspicous" was indicated
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TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE MENTALLT LAZY OR
ACTIVE? AS OBTAINED FROM THE WPROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM” GROUP,




Number Percent Number Percent
Interests: lazy and inert 0 0 0 0
Lethargic, idles along 8 1*0 3 15
Is ordinarily active 10 50 12 60
Eager 2 10 5 25
Shoms hyperactivity 0 0 0 0
by or 20 percent for the Problem group and the Non-Problem group*
”Is concerned about dress” mas indicated by 13 or 6^ percent of the
Problem group and by 17 or 85 percent for the Non-Problem group.
"Fastidious, foppish” mas hot indicated by the Problem group or the
Non-Problem group, respectively*
Horn Does He Impress People With His Physique and Bearing?- -
The data on the Horn does he in^ess people mith his physique and bear¬
ing? Cong)onent of the Behavicr Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division II)
are presented in Table 21, page 73.
Table 21 shoms that "Repulsive” mas not Indicated by the Problem
Group or the Non-Problem Group, respective]^* "Makes an vmfavorable
impression" mas indicated by U or 20 percent for the Problem and "none"
for the Non-Problem groups, respectively* "Generally an tinfavorably
impression" mas indicated by 12 or 60 percent and 10 or ^0 percent for
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TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION; IS HE INDIFPERENT, OR DOES
HE TAKE INTEREST IN THINQS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON¬
PROBLEM" GROUP, RBSPECTIVELI OP THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS,
OE(»QIA, 1955-1956.
Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Is he indifferent,
\inconcerned? 2 10 0 0
Uninterested: rarely
interested 8 Uo 2 10
Displays unusual curiosity
and Interest 9 U5 12 60
Interests are easily aroused 1 5 6 30
Has consuming interest in almost
everything 0 0 0 0
the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group. "Makes a favorable impression"
mas indicated by U or 20 percent and 9 or U5 percent for the Problem Group
and the Non-PToblem Group mhile "excites admiration" was Indicated by 1 or
5 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively.
Can He Cwapete With Others on a Hiyslcal Basis?- -The data on the
Can he compete with others on a physical basis? Component of the Behavior
Rating Scale (Schediile B, Division II) are presented in Table 22, page
Table 22 sheers that "Weak and handicapped" was indicated by 1 or
5 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. "Has some physical difficulties," "Can hold his own" was
indicated by 17 or 85 percent and 20 or 100 pei^ent for the ftroblem Group
and the Non-Rroblem Group, while "is stronger than most" and'?!as
exceptional strength" were not indicated by the l^oblem Group or the Non—
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UlE1£ 20
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SLOVENLY OR NEAT
IN PERSONAL APPEARANCE? AS OBTAINED FRQU OSE npROBlEM" AND ”NON-




Number Percent Number Percent
Unkempt, very slovenly 0 0 0 0
Rather negligent 3 15 1 5
Inconspicuous h 20 2 10
Is concerned about dress 13 65 17 85
Fastidious fc^pish 0 0 0 0
P»>blem Group, respectively.
What Is His Physical Output of Energy?- -The data on the What Is
his physical output of energy? Ccsqjonent of the Behavior Rating Scale
7
(Schedule B, Division II) are presented In Table 23, page 75.
Table 23 shoes that "Is he easily fatigued" Is a ccnqponent factor
of his output of energy. This Is e^qpressed as indicated In the questions
"extremely sluggish" eas not indicated by the Problem Group or the Non-
Problem Group but "slow in acti<m" was indicated by 9 or 1*5 percent for
the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group, "Energetic
vivacious" was indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and the
Non-Problem Group, respectively, while "overactive, hyperkinetic, meddling"
was indicated by the Problem group and the Non—^oblem Group negatively.
"Moves with required speed" was indicated by 9 and 1*5 percent for the Problem
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TABIE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOT DOES HE IMPRESS PEOPLE
Wm HIS PHYSIQUE AND BBARIN07 AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBIEM" AND >*NON-
PROBUSH" QROUP, RESPECTIVELr, OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS,
GEORGIA, 1955-1956,
Ti*ait Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Repulsive 0 0 0 0
Makes an unfavorable i]ip:^ssion li 20 0 0
Generally unnoticed physique and
bearing 12 60 10 50
Excites admiration 0 0 1 5
Group and 18 or 90 percent for the Non-Problein Group, while "slow in
action" was indicated by 9 end percent for the Problem Group and "none"
for the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Is He Easily Fatigues?- -The data on the Is te easily fatigued?
Component of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division II) are
presented in Table 2U, page 76
Table 2k shows that "exhaustion" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent
for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Does not
have ordinary endurance" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent for the Problem
Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group, respectively. "Endures
satisfactorily" was Indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 2 or 10 percent for
the Problem and Non-Problem Groups, respectively, while "unusually




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO OHE QUESTION: CAN HE COMPETE WITH
OTHERS ON A PHYSICAL BASIS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM” AND "NON





Number Percent Number Pbrcent
Weak and handicapped 1 5 0 0
Has some physical difficulties 2 10 0 0
Can hold his own 17 85 20 100
Is stronger than most 0 0 0 0
Has exceptional strength 0 0 0 0
How Does He Impress Yog With Regard to Masculine or FeminiiTe
Traits? The data on How does he iitpress you with regard to msculine
or feminine traits? Component of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B,
Division II) are presented in Table 25, page 77,
Table 25 shows that "Is a sissy," "slightly effeminate" were not
indicated by the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
"Has average boy qualities" was Indicated by 10 or 50 percent for the
Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively, while "very
masculine," "entirely masculine," "a buck" was not Indicated by the
Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Does He Lack Nerve or Is He Courageous? The data on Does He
lack nerve or is he courageous? Con^)onent of the Behavior Rating Scale
(Schedule B, Division II) are presented in Table 26, page 78,
Table 26 shows that "White-livered" "fearful" was not indicated
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TkBlZ 23
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WHAT IS HIS PHYSICAL OUT¬
PUT OF ENEROI? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP,
RESPECTIVELY, OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, QECEGIA,
1955-1956.
lirait I¥oblem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Extremely sluggish 0 0 0 0
Slow in Action 9 U5 0 0
Moves with required speed 9 1*5 18 90
Energetic, vivacious 2 10 2 10
Over-active, hyperkinetic. meddlingO 0 0 0
by the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group, respectively. "Gets
cold feet" was indicated by 2 or 19 percent for the Problem Group and
"none" for the Non-Problem Group, "Will take reasonable chances" was
indicated by 12 or 60 percent for the Problem Group and l6 or 80 percent
for the Non-Problem Group, respectively. "Resolute" was indicated by
2 or 10 percent and U or 20 percent for the Problem Group and Non-
Problem groiQ), respectively, while "daredevil" was indicated by U or 20
percent by the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively.
What Tendency Has He to Criticize Others?- -The data on the What
tendency has he to criticize others? Coiiq>onent of the Behavior Rating
v9
Scale (Schedule B, Division III) are presented in Table 27, page 79.
Table 27 shows that "never criticizes" was not indicated by
either the Problem Group or the Non—Problem Group. "Rarely criticizes"
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TAB1£ 2h
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE EASILY FATIGUED?
AS OBTAINED FROM ffiE "PROBIEM" AND WNON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELY,
OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956,
Trait IVoblem Non-Problem
Number Percent Nthnber Percent
Shows quick ejdiaustion 1 5 0 0
Does not have ordinary
endurance 1 5 0 0
Endures satisfactorily 15 75 2 10
Rarely shows fatigue 3 15 2 10
Usually vigOTous and robust 0 0 0 0
was indicated by 3 or 15 percent and 1: or 20 percent for the Problem
Group smd the Non-Problem Group, respectively. *'Cc»nments on outstand¬
ing weaknesses of faults" was indicated by l6 or 80 percent and 15 or
75 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively#
"Has a critical attitude" was not indicated by either the Problem Group
or the Non-Problem group, while "extremely critical, rarely approves"
was not indicated by either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group.
Does He Give in to Others or Does He Assert Himself? ^The data
on Does he give in to others or does he assert himself? Cos^onent of
the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division III) are presented in
Table 28, jjage 80.
Table 28 shows that "Never asserts self, servile" was not Indicated
by either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group. "Generally yields"
was indicated by 3 or 15 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem
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TABUE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOW DOES HE IMPRESS YOU
WITH REGARD TO MASCULINE OR FEMININE TRAITS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE
WPROBIEM” AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE BRYANT
STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
!&*ait
Problem Non-IVoblem
Number Percent Number Percent
Is a sissy 0 0 0 0
Slightly effeminate 10 50 10 50
Has average boy qualities 10 50 10 50
Very masculine 0 0 0 0
Entirely masculine, a "buck" 0 0 0 0
respectively.. "Holds his own, yields when necessary" was indicated by
15 or 75 percent and 17 or 85 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. "Assertive" was indicated by 2 or 10 per -
cent and "none" for the ftroblem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respec¬
tively, while "insistent, obstinate" was not indicated for either the
Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group.
Is He Rude or Courteous? - -The data on the Is he i^de or courte¬
ous? Conqponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division IH)
are presented in Tab]^ 29> page* 8l.
Table 29 shows that "Rude, insulting, insolent" was not indicated
by either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group. "Sanetimes
mannerly, saucy" was indicated by 3 or 15 percent for the Problem Group
and "none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Obsearves general conventions of
civility and respect" was indicated by 13 or 65 percent by the Problem
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TABI£ 26
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: DOES HE LACK NERVE, OR IS
HE COURAGEOUS? AS OBTAINED FR(Mi THE "EROBI£M" AND «NON-PROBLEM« GROUP,
RESPECTIVELI, OF THE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA,
1955-1956.
Trait Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
White-livered, fearful 0 0 0 0
Gets "cold feet" 2 10 0 0
Will take reasonable chances 12 60 16 80
Resolute 2 10 h 20
Daredevil h 20 0 0
Group and Non-Probl^ Group, respectively. ’’Courteous, gracious" nas
indicated by U or 20 percent and 7 or 35 percent for the Problem Group
and Non-Problem Group, respectively, while "elegant" was not indicated
for either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group.
How Flexible Is He?- -The data on 'toe How flexible is he? C<mi-
ponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division III) are
presented in Table 30, page. 82,
Table 30 shows that "Stubborn, hidebound, non-conformist" was
indicated by 2 and 10 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the
Non-Problem Group. "Slow to accept new custome and methods" was
indicated by 3 or 15 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the
Ncm-Problem Group. "Conforms Willingly as necessity arises" was indicated
by 13 and 65 percent for the Problem Group and by 10 and 50 percent by
the Non-Problem Group. "Quick to accppt new customs and methods," was
indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and 10 or 50 percent
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TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WHAT TENDENCY HAS HE TO
CRITICIZE OTHERS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM” AND "NON-PROBIEM"
GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS,
GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
lirait ^oblem Non-Problem
Number Percent n Number Percent
Never criticizes 0 0 0 0
Rarely criticizes 3 15 5 20
Ccmments on outstanding
weaknesses of faults 16 80 15 75
Has a critical attitude 0 0 0 0
Extremely critical, rarely
approves 0 0 0 0
far the Non~Problem group, while "easily persuaded, flaccid, imstable"
was not indicated by either group.
How Does He Accept Authority?- -The data on the How does he
accept authority? Coniponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B,
Division III) are presented in Table 31* page 83,
Table 31 shows that "Defiant" was not indicated by either the
Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group; that "critical of authority was
indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and by "none" for
the Non-Problem Group. "Ordinarily obedient" was indicated by 15 or
75 F)ercent for the ftroblem Group and 13 or 65 i»rcent by the Non-Problem
group. "Respectful, coioplles by habit" was izidicated by 3 or 15 percent
for the Problem Group and U or 20 percent for the Non-Problem Group,
while "entirely resigned, accepts authority" was indicated by "none" for
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T/IBIE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: DOES HE GIVE IN TO OTHERS
CE DOES HE ASSERT HUBELF? AS OBTAINED FROM THE «PROBUEM« AND "NON¬




Number Percent Number Percent
Never asserts self, servile 0 0 0 0
Generally yields 3 15 3 15
Holds his own, yields when necessary 15 75 17 85
Assertive 2 10 0 0
Insistent, obstinate 0 0 0 0
the Problem Group and 3 or 15 percent for the Non-Problem Group.
la His Personality Attractive?- -The data on the Is his personality
attractive? Component of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Divisiwi III)
are presented in Table 32, page 8U.
Table 32 shows that "Repulsive" was not indicated for the Problem
Group or the Non-Problem Group; that "disagreeable" was Indicated by 2 or
10 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group.
"Unnoticed, colorless was indicated by l6 or 80 percent for the ftroblem
Group and 17 or 85 percent for the Non-Problem Group. "Colorful" was
indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the I^oblem Group and 3 or 15 percent for
the Non-I^oblem Group, while "magnetic" was not Indicated by either the
Problem Group nor the Non-Prcsblem Group.
Is He Shy of Bold in Social Relationship?- -The data on the Is
he bold or shy in social relationship? Con^onent of the Behavior Rating
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X&BLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF Kffi RESPONSES TO IHE QUESTION: IS HE RUDE OR COURTEOUS?
AS OBTAINED FROM IHE npROBIJEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESEECTIVELI,
OF THE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONIERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Problem Non-Problem
•• IJraXu
Number Percent Number Percent
Rude, insulting. Insolent 0 0 0 0
Sometimes unmannerly, saucy 3 15 0 0
Observes general conventions of
civility and respect 13 65 13 65
Courteous, gracious U 20 7 35
Elegant 0 0 0 0
Scale (Schedule B, DiTision III) are presented in Table 33* page 85*
Table 33 shows that "Painfully self-conscious" was not indicated
by either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Groupj that "timid,
frequently embarassed" was indicated by 3 and 15 percent for both the
Problem Group and the Non-Problem Groups, respectively. "Self-conscious
on occasions" was indicated by 12 or 60 percent for the Problem Group
and lU or 70 percent for the Non-Problem Group. "Confident in himself”
was indicated by 5 or 25 percent for the Problem Group and 3 or 15 per¬
cent for the Non-Problem Group, while "bold, insensitive to social
feelings" was indicated by "none" for both the ftroblem Group and the
Non-Problem Group, respectively.
lllfhat Are His Social Habits?- -The data on the What are his
Social Habits? C<miponent of the Behavior Ratii^ Scale (Schedule B,
Divisl(m III) are presented in Table 3U, page 86.
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TABLE 30
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOW FLEXIBLE IS HE? AS
OBTAINED FROM THE '’PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELY,
OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Problem Non-Problem -
iJr«XX>
Number Percent Number Percent
stubborn, hidebouiui
nonconformist 2 10 0 0
Slow to accept new customs
and methods 3 15 0 0
Conforms willingly as
necessity arises 13 65 10 50
Quick to accept new customs
and methods 2 10 10 50
Easily persuaded, flaccid,
unstable 0 0 0 0
Table 3li. shows that "Lives almost entirely to himself" was not
indicated by the Problem Group or the Non-^oblem Group; that "follow
few social activities" was indicated by 5 OP 25 percent for the
Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Pursues usual
social activities and customs was indicated by 11 or 55 percent for the
Problem Group and l6 or 80 percent for the Non-Problem Group. "Actively
seeks social pleasures"was indicated by 3 or 15 percent for the Problem
Group and U or 20 percent for the Non-Problem Group, while "Prefers
social activities to all else" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent for the
Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group, irespectively.
Is His Behavior (Honesty. Morals, etc.) Generally Acceptable to
Ordinary Social Standards?- -The data on The Is His behavimr (honesty.
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TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOW DOES HE ACCEPT
AUTHORITI? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBI£M» AND "NON-PROBLEM"




Number Percent Number Percent
Defiant 0 0 0 0
Critical of authority 2 10 0 0
Ordinarily obedient 15 75 13 65
Respectful, coiq)lies by habit 3 15 U 20
Entirely resigned, accepts all
authority 0 0 3 15
morals, etc.) generally acceptable to ordinary social standards?
Conponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division III) are
presented in Table 35, page 8?.
Table 35 shoirs that "Unacceptable extreme violations" mas not
indicated for the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group, respectively;
that "occasional violations" mas indicated \sy S or 2$ percent for both
the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Table 35 also reveals that "ordinarily acceptable" mas shown for
both the ft*oblem and Non-ftroblem Group as 15 or 75 percent, respectively;
that "always acceptable" and "bends backward, very rigid standards"
were indicated by the ihroblem and Non-I^oblem groups as "none" respective¬
ly.




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HIS PERSONALITI
ATTRACTIVE? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM” AND "NON-PROBIEM"







Repulsive 0 0 0 0
Disagreeable 2 10 0 0
Unnoticed, colorless 16 80 17 85
Colorful 2 10 3 15
Magnetic 0 0 0 0
HAGGERTY-OISCM-iliriCKMAN BEHAVIOR SCALE, SCHEDULE (B)
SOCIAL COMPETENCE TRAITS
The data on the ten aspects of Social Competence of Schedule B
of the Baggert7-01son-lifickman Behavica* Rating Scale for the Group of
Problem Subjects and Non-Problem Subjects are presented in Tabler 36,
page 8 8.
Is He Quiet or Talkative? The data on the Is he quiet or
talkative? Ccmiponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division
III) are presented in Table 36, page 88i
Table 36 shoirs that "Speals very rarely” was indicated by 1 or 5
percent for the Problem Group and "none” for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively; that ”usua3J.y quiet” was Indicated by 3 or 15 percent and
8 or UO percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. “Upholds his end of talk" was indicated by 11 or 55 percent
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TABLE 33
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SHI OR BOID IN
SXIAL HEIATIONSHIPS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-
PROBIEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELI, OF IHE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL,
CONIERS, GEXGIA, 1955-1956.
IVoblem N<m-Problem
Trait Number Percent Number Percent
Painfully self-conscious 0 0 0 0
Timid, frequently embarrassed 3 15 3 15
Self-conscious on occasions 12 60 H: 70
Confident in himself 5 25 3 15
Bold, insensitive to social
feelings 0 0 0 0
and 9 or U5 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. "Talks more than his share" was indicated by 5 or 25
percent and 3 or 15 percent for the Problem Group and Idie Non-
Probl^n Group, respectively, vhile "Jabbers" nas not indicated by
either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Group.
HAGGERTY-OISON-WICKUAN BEHAVIOR SCALE, SCHEDUI£ (B)
IHAITS OF TEMPERAMENT
The data on the eleven aspects of Teiq)erament of Schedule B of
the Haggerty-Olson-fArickman Behavior Rating Scale for the Group of
Problem and Non-Problem subjects are presented in tables 37 through
U7>) pages 89 through 99.
Is He Even Tempered or Moody? - -Hie data on the Is he even
TABIE 3U
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WHAT ARE HIS SOCIAL HABITS?
AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELI, OF
■IHE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONIERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Otait
^oblem Non-Rroblem
Number Percent Number Percent
Lives almost entirely to himself 0 0 0 0
Follow few social activities 5 25 0 0
Pursues usual social activities and
customs U 55 16 80
Actively seeks social pleasures 3 15 U 20
Prefers social activities to all else 1 5 0 0
teaqpered or Moody? Cosqponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B,
Division IV) are presented in Tables 37, page 89*
Table 37 shows that "Stolid, rare changes of mood" was indicated
by 1 or 5 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-IVoblem
Group; that "generally even tempered" was Indicated by 8 or UO percent
for the Problem Group and 10 or 50 percent for the Non-I^oblem Group.
"Is happy or depressed as conditions wanrant" was indicated by 10 or
50 percent for the Problem and Non—Problem Group, idiile "strong and
frequent changes of mood" was not indicated by either the Problem Group
or the Non-Problem Group, respectively. "Has periods of extreme elations
or depressions" was indicated 1 or 5 percent for the Problem Group and
"none" for the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Is He Easily Discouraged or Is He Persistent?- -The data on the
Is he easily discouraged or is he persistent? Coii5>onent of the Behavior
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TABI£ 35
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HIS BEHAVIOR (HONESTY,
MORALS, ETC.) GENERALLI ACC£PTABI£ TO ORDINARY SOCIAL STANDARDS? AS
OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBIEM" AND «NON-PROBI£M“ GROUP, RESPECTIVELY,
OF IHE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Trait
Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Unacceptable extreme
violation 0 0 0 0
Occasional violations 5 25 5 25
Ordinarily acceptable 15 75 15 75
Always acceptable 0 0 0 0
Bends backward, very rigid
standards 0 0 0 0
bating Scale (Schedule B, DlTleion IV) are presented In Table 38,
page 90.
Table 38 ^oirs that "melts before slight obstacles or objections"
was not indicated fer either the Itroeleii Group or the Koti-Rroblem Groupj
that "gives up before adequate trial" was indicated by 7 or 35 percent
for the Problem Group and 2 or 10 percent for the Non-Problem Group.
"Gives everything a fair trial" was indicated by 13 or 65 percent for
the Problem Group and 18 or 90 percent for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. "Persists until convinced of mistake" was indicated
by "none" for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE QUIET OR TALKATIVE?
AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELI,
OF THE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955 - 1956.
Trait Problem N(m-I^oblem
Niuober Percent Number Percent
Speaks very rarely 1 5 0 0
Usually quiet 3 15 8 Uo
Upholds his end of talk 11 55 9 U5
Talks more than his share 5 25 3 15
Jabbers 0 0 0 0
Is He Generally Depressed or Cheerful? - -The data on the Is
he generally depressed or cheerful? Cooqponent of the Behavior Rating
9!
Scale (Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in Table 39, page 91,
Table 39 shows that "Dejected, melancholic, in the duisps" was
indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the
Non-problem Group. "Generally dispirited" was indicated by 3 or 15
percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,
while "Usiially in good humor" was indicated by 13 or 65 percent for the
Problem Group and 20 or 100 percent for the Non-Problem Group,
re^ectively. "Cheerful, animated, chirping" was indicated by 2 or
10 percent for the Problem Group and none for the Non-Problem Groi^,
while "hilarious" was indicated by "none" for both the Problem Group
and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Is He Sympathetic? The data on the Is he sympathetic? Component
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TABLE 37
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION; IS HE EVEN TEMPERED OR MOODY?
AS OBTAINED JROM IHE NPROBI£M«» AND «'NON-PROBI£M” GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE
BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Trait Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Numiber Percent
Stolid, rare changes of mood 1 5 0 0
Generally even teng>ered 8 ko 10 50
Is happy or depressed as conditions
warrant 10 50 10 50
Strong and frequent changes of mood 0 0 0 0
Has periods of extreme elatlons or
depressions 1 5 0 0
of ths Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in
Table UO, page 92.
Table UO shows that the responses to the question "inimical,
aggravating, cruel" were indicated by neither the Problem Group nor the
Non-Problem Group; that "unsynqpathetic, disobliging, cold" was indicated
by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem
Group. "Ordinarily friendly and cordial" was indicated by 15 or 75 per¬
cent for the Problem Group and 6 or 30 percent for the Non—Problem
Group. "Syngpathetic, warm-hearted was indicated by 3 or 15 percent for
the Problem Group and 13 or 65 percent for the Non-Problem Group, while
"very affectionate" was indicated by "none" for the Problem Group and
1 or 5 percent for the Non-ft*oblem Group, respectively.
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TABLE 38
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE EASILY DISCOURAGED OR
IS HE PERSISTENT? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP,






Melts before slight obstacles
or objections 0 0 0 0
Gives up before adequate trial 7 35 2 10
Gives everything a fair trial 13 65 18 90
Persists until convinced of mistake 0 0 0 0
Never gives in, obstinate 0 0 0 0
Hoir Does He React to Frustrations or to Unpleasant Situations?- -
The data on the How dees he react to frustrations ^ to uiq^leasant
situations? Con^onent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division
IV) are presented in Table 1^1, page 93.
Table Ul shows that "Very submissive, Icmg stiffering" was indi¬
cated by 1 or 5 percent for "Uie Problem Group and 1 or 5 percent for
the Non-Problem Group} that "tolerant, rarely blows up" was indicated
vy li or 20 percent for the Problem Group and 2 or 10 percent for the
Non-problem Group, respectively. "Generally self-controlled was
indicated by the Problem Group as lli or 70 percent and for the Non-
Problem Group by 17 or 85 percent. "liigjatient" was indicated by 1 or 5
percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,




DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE OENERALLI DEPRESSED
OR CHEERFUL? AS OBTAINED FROM THE «PROBI£M« AND «NON-EROBLEM« GROUP,




Nuaiber Percent Number Percent
Dejected, melancholic, in the
dumps 2 10 0 0
Generally dispirited 3 15 0 0
Usually in good humcar 13 65 20 100
Cheerful, animated, chilling 2 10 0 0
Hilarious 0 0 0 0
Does He Vorry or Is He Easy Going?- -The data on the Does he
ircrry or is he easy going? Coiq)onent of the Behavior Rating Scale
(Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in Table U2, page 9lt,
Table U2 shoirs that '’Constantly worrying about somethir^, has
many anxieties" was indicated by 17 or 85 percent of the Problem Group
and by "none" for the Non-ftroblem Group; that "apprehensive, often
worries unduly" was indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group
and again, "none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Does not worry without
cause was indicated by "none" for the Problem Group and 18 or 90 per¬
cent by the Non-Problem Group, respectively, while "easy going" was
indicated by k or 5 percent for the Problem Group and 2 or 10 percent
for the Non-Problem Group. "Entirely carefree, never worries, light-
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TABIE ho
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SINPATHETIC? AS
OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELr,
OF THE BRIANT STREET SCHOOL^, CONYERS , GEORGIA , 1955-1956.
!&*ait
Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Inimical, aggravating, cruel 0 0 0 0
Unsympathetic, disobliging, cold 2 10 0 0
Ordinarily friendly and cordial 15 75 6 30
Sympathetic, warm-hearted 3 15 13 65
Very affectionate 0 0 1 5
hearted" was not indicated by either the Problem Group or the Non-
Problem Group,
How Does Be React to Examinations or to Discussions of Himself?
The data on the Hoir does he react to examinations or to discussions of
himself? Conponent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B, Division IV)
9s~
are presented in Table 1:3, page 95.
Table U3 shoes that "Refuses flatly to cooperate" eas indicated
by 1 or 5 percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Rroblem
Group; that "volunteers nothing, must be pumped" eas indicated by 3 or
15 percent of the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group*
"Conservatively cooperative" was indicated by 12 or 60 percent for the
Problem Group and 18 or 90 percent for the Non-Problem Group. "Quite
willing to cooperate" was indicated by 2 or 10 percent for the Problem
Group and 2 or 10 percent of the Problem Group, respectively. "Entirely
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TABLE Ul
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOff DOES HE REACT TO FRUSTRA¬
TIONS OR TO UNPLEASANT SITUATIONS? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM” AND "NON¬





Trait Number Percent Number Percent
Very submissive, long suffering 1 5 1 5
Tolerant, rarely blows up u 20 2 10
Generally self-controlled lU 70 17 85
Impatient 1 5 0 0
Easily irritated, hot-headed, e:q>losive 0 0 0 0
uninhibited, tells everything and enjoys it" tos indicated by 1 or 5 per¬
cent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group,
respectively.
Is He Suspicioas or Trustful? The data on the Is he suspicious
or trustful? Con^onent of the Behavior Rating Scale (Schedule B,
Division IV) are presented in Table lUt, page, 96.
Table UU shoirs the distribution of the responses to the question
Is he suspicious or trustful? indicate that "very suspicious" iras 1 or 5
percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Rroblem Group; that
"has to be assured" nas indicated by 1+ or 20 percent for the Problem
Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Generally iinsuspicious and
trustful" vas indicated by lU or 70 percent for the Problem Group and
18 or 90 percent for the Non-Problem Group, respectively. "Somewhat
gullible" was indicated by 1 or 5 percent for the ftroblem Group and 2 or
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TABLE k2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: DOES HE WORRY OR IS HE
EASY-aOING? AS OBTAINED FROM THE hFROBLEMH AND "NON-FROBLEH"
GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS,
GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Trait Flroblem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Coiastantly worrying about
something, has many anxieties 17 85 0 0
Apprehensive, often worries unduly 2 10 0 0
Does not worry without cause 0 0 18 90
Easy-going 1 5 2 10
Entirely carefree, never worries.
li^t-hearted 0 0 0 0
10 percent for the Non-ftroblem Group, respectivelyj "accepts everything
irlthcut question" eas not indicated by either the Problem Group or the
Non-Problem Group.
Is Ife Emotionally Calm eg* Exeiteable?- -The data on the Is he
emotionally calm or exeiteable? Coniponent of the Behavior Rating Scale
(Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in Table US, page ^97.
Table 1:5 shoes that the responses to "no emotional responses,
apathetic, stuporous" sere indicated by "none" for both the Problem Group
and the Non-FToblem Group, respectively; that "emotions are sloely
aroused was indicated by U or 20 percent for the Problem Group and 1 or
5 percent for the Non-Problem Group. "Responds quite normally" was
indicated by 15 car 75 percent for the Problem Group and 19 car 95 percent
for the Non-Problem Group. "Is easily aroused" was Indicated by 1 or 5
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TABI£ i*3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: HOW DOES HE REACT TO
EXAlilNATION OR TO DISCUSSION OF HIMSELF OR HIS PROBLEM? AS OBTAINED
FROM THE “PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBIEM" GROUP, RESPECTIVELy, OF THE
BRIANT STREET SCHOOL, CONIERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Trait
Problem Non-Ihroblem
Number Percent Number Percent
Refuses flatly to cooperate 1 5 0 0
Volunteers nothing, must be
pimped 3 15 0 0
Conservatively cooperative 12 60 18 90
Quite willing to cooperate 3 15 2 10
Entirely \mlnhlblted, tells
everything, enjoys it 1 5 0 0
Percent for the Problem Group and "none" for the Non-Problem Group.
"Extreme reactions, hysterical, high strung" was not indicated by
either the Problem Group ca* the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Is He Negativistic or Suggestible? The data on the Is he
negativistdc or suggestible? Conqponent of the Behavior Rating Scale,
(Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in Table U6, page 98.
Table U6 shows that "negativistic contrary^* was not indicated by
either the Problem Group or the Non-Problem Groupj that "conplies slowly"
was indicated by 7 or 35 percent of the Problem Group and was not indicated
by the Non-Problem Group. "Is generally open-minded" was indicated by
13 or 65 percent of the Problem Group and 19 or 95 percent for the Non-
Problem Group. "Rather easily persriaded" was not indicated by either the
TABLE lili
DISTRIBUTION OF IHE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE SUSPICIOUS OR
TRUSTFUL? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND «NON-PROBI£M«’ GROUP,




Number Percent Number Percent
Very suspicious, distrustful 1 5 0 0
Has to be assux^d h 20 0 0
Generally unsuspicious and
trustful m 70 18 90
Somemhat gullible 1 5 2 10
Accepts everything mithout
question 0 0 0 0
Problem Group or Uie Non-Problem Group, respectively, irtille "foUoirs
any suggestion” mas indicated by "none" for the Problem Group and
1 or 5 percent for the Non-Problem Group.
Does Act Impulsively or Cautiously?- -The data on the Does
he act is^ulsively or cautiously? C<nnponent of the Rating Scale
(Schedule B, Division IV) are presented in Table U7, page 99.
Table U7 shoes that the responses to the question "Impulsive,
bolts, acts on the spur of the moment" mere not indicated for either the
Problem Group car the Non-Problem Group; that "frequently unreflective
and Impudent" mas indicated by 5 car 25 percent for the Problem Group and
"none" for the Non-Problem Group. "Acts rnitti reasonable care" mas
indicated by 15 or 75 percent for the Problem Group and 19 car 95 percent
for the Non—Problem Group. "Deliberate" mas not Indicated for the Problem
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TABLE U5
DISTSIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: IS HE EUOTIONALLI CAIK
OR EXCITEABLE? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBIEN" AND "NON-PROBLEM"




Number Peircent Nuaher Percent
No emotional responses,
apathetic, stuporous 0 0 0 0
Emotions are slowly aroused k 20 1 5
Responds quite normally 15 75 19 95
Is easily aroused 1 5 0 0
Extrems reactions, hysterical,
high strung 0 0 0 0
or the Non-Problem Group, iidiile "very cautious and calculating" was
"none" for the Problem Group and 1 or 5 percent for the Non-ft*oblem
Group, respectively.
The aforegoing data on the Distribution of the Responses of the
Haggerty-Olaon-Wickman Behavior Problem Rating Seale, presented in four
parts and inclusive of Tables 12 through U7, and Schedules A and B,
Divisions 1 through U> revealed that for the group of students at the
Bryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, the folloirlng observations.
The data revealed that for the group of Non-Problem children none
of the 15 problems indicated on the Schedule was identified as a manifest
problem in behavior. On the other hand, for the group of Problem children
the observed problems in behavior ranged from a 1 or 5 percent for
"defiance to discipline^" to a high of 8 or UO percent for "disinterested
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TABUB U6
DISTHBOTION of the responses to the QUESTION: IS HE NEQATIVISTIC OR
SHQQESTIBLE? AS OBTAINED FROM THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM"
GROUP, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE BRYANT STREET SCHOOL, CONYERS,
GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
Trait Problem Non-Problem
Number Percent Number Percent
Negativistic contrary 0 0 0 0
Complies slowly 7 35 0 0
Is generally open-minded 13 65 19 95
Rather easily persu§ded 0 0 0 0
Follows any suggestions 0 0 1 5
in school lork."
Further, the Tables revealed that there were many problems of
behavior that are common to both the ft*oblem Group and the Non—Problem
Group; that Social-Psychological problems of behavior are not
associated with any one group nor one sex but are problems that are
common to youth. Both the fVoblem Group and the Non—Problem Group gave
Indication to these behavior problems in "having dates" which was
indicated by 3 or 15 percent for both groups, while "wanting a pleasing
personality was indicated by or 20 percent for the Problem Group and
2 or 10 percent for the Non-Problem Group.
Problems of Morals and Religion ranked high for both the Problem
and Non-Problem Group with problems of religion being the more complex.




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO IHE QUESTION: DOES HE ACT DfPUISIVELI
OR CAUTIOUSU? AS OBTAINED FRCW THE "PROBLEM" AND "NON-PROBLEM" (HIOUP,
RESPECTIVELI, OF BRIANT SIBEET SCHOOL, CONYERS, GEORGIA, 1955-1956.
IVait Problem Non-I^oblem
Nuidber Percent Ntunber Percent
lopulsive, bolts, acts on the
spur of the moment 0 0 0 0
Frequently unreflective and
ia^dent '5 25 0 0
Acts nith reasonable care i5* 75 19 95
Deliberate 0 0 0 0
Very cautious and calculating 0 0 1 5
It is of interest to note that the usual problems of sex offenses,
imaginative lying and truancy were not indicated as observed behavior
for these Problem children. It is, also, of greater interest to note
that for the Non-Problem children none of the behavior problems vere
indicated in any category of frequency of occurence.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introductoi»y Statement*- - The problem involved in this study has
been the identification, analysis, and comparison of the problems as
revealed through the use of the Mooney Problem Check List and the
Haggerty-01son-¥ickman Behavior Rating Schedule of a group of problem
children and a group of non-problem children enrolled in the ftryant
Street School, Conyers, Georgia.
The purposes of this study were:
1. To discover the differences, if any, in the behavior patterns
and problem characteristics of the groups of ’’Problem” and
Non-Problem” children as revealed on the Haggerty-Olson-
Wickman Behavior Rating Scale.
2. To ascertain the differences, if any, in the array of
problems prevalent in the groups of ’’Problem" and the "Non-
Problem" children as revealed in the Mooney Problem Check
List.
3* To determine the similarities, if any, in the conceptual
backgrounds of the problem and/or behavior patterns of the
groups of "Problem” and "Non-Problem" children as revealed
by the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Scale and the Mooney Check List.
U« To determine if there are any plausable and fruitful
educational iopllcations to be derived frcHn the analysis and
interpx*etatlon of the study data.
5* To identify the behavior pattens which were found to be
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characteristic of the group of "Problem” and 'Uie "Non-
ftroblem” pupilSj respectively} as determined by the specific
instruments used in this iresearch*
Rationale.- - The necessity for irorking with the whole child has
become one of the basic principles of modern education. Teachers,
Parents and others working with youth are constantly urged to increase
their knowledge of him as a unique personality interacting with his
environment. Educators generally seem to agree that an understandii^
of the needs, drives, interests, problems, and motivations is a vital
factor in helping the adolescent to develop in line with his greatest
capabilities. Lacking this insist according to Cole and Mcnrgan,
parents and teachers may work against normal youth drives rather than
with them.^
Hie subject of child behavior has recently taken on a new signi¬
ficance. The relationship of behavior dis<n*ders of children to
pathological problems of the adult is inviting careful attention. The
importance of social and emotional development of childbren is becoming
recognized alcnsg with the need for their intellectual and physical
training. Education is turning serious attention to preparing the child
for life.^
In discussing problems of youth, Carey makes the following
significant observations:






school with them all of the problems, anxieties, prejudices, insecuri¬
ties, conflicts and concerns of tiie adult community. To these conflicts
must be added the special problems of young pecqjle idio are trying to
find their places as young adults in a complex, rapidly changing culture.
They know too, that learning goes fomrard most effectively idien children
are helped to study; that is to think about their real problems.^
In regard to youlh and his problems, Reavis^ says:
The needs of youth of high school age for guidance are both
many and varied. An account of the stage in his development,
mental and social changes may occur which baffle in his under¬
standing. The high school age is coimnonly regarded as a
period of great importance in the life of youth because of the
adjustment which must be made. Problems that have to do with the
intellectual and physical development, choice of conpanlons,
social activities, and formation of right social attitudes must
be met and solved. The school is required to understand the
needs of its young people and to provide the guidance services
idiich the pupils as individuals require.
Limitations of the Study.- -This study was concerned with the
students in Btyant Street School, Conyers, Georgia, for the school term
1955-1956. The limitations of this study were found in the instruments
used in making the ratings of pupils involved in the study. The
"problems" of these students were isolated and identified through the
use of the Mooney Problem Check List. The "behavior ratings" were
identified through the use of the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior
Rating Schedule.
Further, the study was not designed to deal with the causation
of the problems identified by the Mooney Check List nor the therapeutic






not designed to deal with the causative factors inherent in the behavior
patterns or traits identifiable the Bagger ty-Olson-Wickman Behavior
Schedules, but was solely ccncerned with the identification of these
traits.
Purpose of the Study. The major purpose of this study was to
coiiQ)are the prevalence of problems as indicated by the Mooney Check
List, and the ratings on the Baggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Scale for
a group of Problem and a group of Non-Problem pupils in the Bryant
Street School, Conyers, Georgia, 1955-1956, The major purpose was con¬
cerned solely with the identification of problems and the appraisal of
ratings for the respective instruments without any direct concern for
ai^ of the causative factors pertaining thereto.
More specifically, the purposes of tthis research were as follows:
1. Te discover the differences, if any, in the behavior patterns
and problems characteristic of the groups of "Problem," and
"Non-Problem" children as revealed on the Baggerty-Olson-
Wickman Behavior Rating Scale,
2. To ascertain the differences, if any, in the array of problems
prevalent in the groups of "Problem" and the "Non-Problem
children as revealed on the Mooney Check List.
3. To determine the similarities, if any, in the conceptual
backgrounds of the problem and/or behavior patterns as of
the groups of "Problem" and "Non-Problem" children as
revealed by the Baggerty-01son-¥ickman Scale and the Mooney
Problem Check List.
U* To determine if there are any plausable and fruitful educa¬
tional inqalications to be derived from tiie analysis and
interpretation of the study data.
5. To identify the behavior patterns which were ^ound to be
characteristic of the group of ”Problem” and the ’’Non-Problem
pupils, respectively; as determined by the specific instruHBnts
used in this research.
Definition of Terms.- - The definitions of significant terms are
presented in the statements to follow.
1. Problem, as used in this study, refers to the items (charac¬
terization of specific problems) on the Mooney Problem Check
List.
2. Behavior, as used in this study, refers to the items (character¬
izations) on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedules.
3. Behavior Problem, as used in this study, refers to any
persistant mode of behavior which significally deviates from
the accepted pattern of action as to be marked as social
disruptive to the individual and/or the social group about
him.
U. Specific Problems, as used in this study, refers to any one
of the eleven problem areas of the check list as: Health
and Physical Development; Finances, Living Conditions and
Employment; Social and Recreational Activities; Social Psy¬
chological Relations; Personal Psychological Relations;
Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Home and Family; Morals and
Religion; Adjustment to School Work; The Future Vocational
and Educational; and Ctirriculum and Teaching Procedures*
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5« Problem Child, as used in this study, refers to a child who
manifests one or more behavior problems.
Locale and Research Design*- - The significant aspects of the
Locale and Research Design of this study are characterized below:
1. Locale.—Conyers, Georgia, where the Bryant Street School
is located, is one of the smallest Counties in the State of
Georgia. It has a populaldon of approximately 8,000 pec^le
of Tdiich 18.1 percent is Negro. It is situated in Rockdale
County, 22 miles South East from Atlanta, Georgia, ten miles
from the City of Covington, Georgia, and 6 miles from the
City of Lithonia, Georgia.
2. Period of Study.- - This study was concerned solely with the
identification of problems and the appraisal of ratings for
pupils of the Bhryant Street School, Conyers, Ge(a*gia, and
was conducted during the school year 1955-1956.
3. Research Method,- -The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
eiig>loying the techniques of testing and statistical analysis,
was used to collect and interpret the data required in the
ccaiduct of this research,
U. Description of Subjects.- - The subjects involved in this
study were a group of (20) problem children enrolled in the
Blryant Street School, Conyers, Georgia for the school year
1955-1956 and a group of (20) non-problem Children enrolled
in this school for the same year. The subjects were selected
from grades 8 through 12 with age range of 13 to 18 and a
mean age of 15 years 6 months.
5« Description of the Instruments.- -There were two instruments
used to collect the data needed for this study, namely:
1. The Mooney Problem Check List, devised by Ross L. Mooney
and Leonard V. Gordon, Ohio State University.
2. Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Ratings Schedules,
Schedules A and B, devised by M. £. Haggerty, Ph.D., Dean
of the College of Education, University of Minnesota,
W. C. Olson, Ph.D., Director of Research in Child Develop¬
ment, University of Michigan and E. K. Wickman, Hae
Commonwealth Fund, New York City.
6, Criterion of Reliability.- -The criterion of reliability for
appraising the data was the accinracy and authenticity of the
responses of the subjects to the items on the Problem Check
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List and the Behavior Rating Schedules, together with the
validity of these responses on the respective data-
gathering instruments ^diich constituted the basic sources
of the data*
7* Procedure. The data necessary for the coB?)letion of this
research were gathered through the procedural steps
indicated below:
1* The related literature pertinent to the problem of this
research was reviewed, summarized and presented in the
finished thesis copy*
2* The selections of pupils who comprised the two groups:
"Problem” and "Non-ft'oblem" children*
3* The administration of the two instruments for gathering
the basic data, namely:
The Haggerty-^lson-Wickman Behavior Scale and the
Uooney Problem Check List to the two groups of children*
U* The asseniblage of data from the two Instruments:
(a) Mooney Problem Check List and
(b) Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Scales
were organized with appropiate tables as determined
by the nature of the data and the purpose of the
research*
5* The data as organized into the basic tables were
statistically treated in terms of frequencies and percents
for the type of data assembled, and the interpretative
needs as indicated by the purpose of the study*
6* The formulation of Conclusions, Ing>lications, and
Recommendations as derived from the interpretation of
the data*
Collection of Data*- -The data for this study were secured through
the use of the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Scale and the Mooney's
High School Problem Check List* The writer secured the permission of
the I^incipal of Bryant Street School to make the study during the second
semester of the school year 1955-1956* The teachers aided in desig¬
nating the frequency of behavior in his experience with the child*
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Value of the Study*- -It is hoped that the findings and inter¬
pretations of this study may be helpful in pointing out the following:
1. The extent to which there is any recognizable and worth¬
while differences in the "problems” and behavior patterns
of the so called "problem" children and the accepted "non-
problem" children as found in the public school situation.
2. The extent to which the two instruments: Haggerty-Olson-
Wickman Behavior Scale and the Mooney Problem Check List
may be used as coispliments of each other in getting a true
picture of the problems and behavior of school children.
The subsequent sections of this report of the research are organized,
summarized, and presented under the captions and in the order indicated
below:
1* Summary of the Related Literature
2* Summary of the Basic Findings
3* The Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations derived
frcmi the analysis and Interpretation of the data.
SuBmary of the Related Literature. - - The survey of the Related
Literature pertinent to the problem of this research is stunmarlzed
below in the generalized statements to follow*
1. "The needs of youth of high school ages for guidance are
varied on account of the stage of his development, mental
and social changes may occur which baffle his tinders tending."
(Reavis)
2. "Adolescents are very sensitive to social stlmulij no other
problem seems to them as serious as establishing themselves
in their society." (Cole)
Boys and girls are fully aware of their problems; and desire3
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to be counselled and help in meeting these problems* (Mooney)
U* "There is no one solution to all of life’s manifold problems
. . . The task of education and the learning experiences
to fhich youth is subject is in the hands of the teachers
and parents. (Thom)
5* "In our school population there are a far large number of
behavior children than most of us have believed and that the
variety of behavior symptoms ranges through many forms.
Since undesirable behavior has its inception early in life^
it would be most profitable to begin early the treatment of
these incipient problem-behaviors. (Wickman)
6. More and More, the significance and inportance of social and
emotional development of children has became a recognized
need that should be of prime importance in the educational
life of children.
7* "Behaviorisms are conditioned by our cultures and whelher
they are good or bad depends upon their acceptance by the
group." (Willey)
8. Ifiich of the research on the problems of adolescents are in
agreement that the ranking problem-areas are: vocational
choice and placement, sex and marriage.
9* Baker and Traphagen's point-of-view on the general character¬
istics of behavior problem children was that behavior problem
children differ from the other types of handicapped children
in four important respects udiich serve to explain son® of
their Tinique characteristics.
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10. "It is revolting against authority as a corrector of existing
evils. Youth has never been consciously taught to think,
to plan, or to act, of his own volition." (Butterweck and
Seegers)
11. The guidance of boys and girls should be marked by (a)
understanding of the real problems of boys and girlsj
(b) clarity and difiniteness of information about these prob¬
lems} and (c) sympathetic personal contract with the coun¬
selling situation. (Douglass)
12. "In our complex world, there are many standards of behavior
to which the adolescent may be e^qposed. These alternative
choices furnished by our cult\jre tend to c onfuse the adoles¬
cent. Many of our problems arise not only from the expectancy
of conflict and disturbances during adolescence, but from
the exposure of the youth of both sexes to a variety of values
of c<xiduct frcm which they may and must choose." (Kimball Young)
13* Girls clearly led the boys on their constellation of problems
in the psychological areas. (Cowan)
lU. Teachers tend to place a different value-system on the be¬
havior problems than do either mental hj^ienists or parents.
Summary of Basic Findings. ^The summation of the Findings which
will appear in the subsequent sections have been drawn directly from
the data derived from the Mooney Problem Check List and the Haggerty-
Olson-ffickman Behavior Rating Schedule as presented in Chapter II.
Mooney Problem Check List
The summary of the data from the ej,«v0n Problem Areas of the l^tswey
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Problem Check List is reported in the separate paragraphs below.
Health and Physical Development.- - The liiree ranking problems
in the area of Health and Physical Development which were troubling
these forty problem arKi non-problem students were: "Being underweight,"
7 or 25 percent, "Not getting enough sleep," 7 or 35 percent; "Frequent
Headaches," 6 or 30 percent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were: "Being
underweight," 7 or 35 percent, "Not getting enough sleep," 7 or 35 per¬
cent, "frequent headaches," 6 or 30 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were:
"Menstrual or female disorders," 6 or 30 percent, "Being undeirweight,"
5 or 25 percent, "Weak eyes" 5 or 25 percent.
Finance. Living Conditions and Employment. The three ranking
problems in the area of Finance, Living Conditions and Fnployment which
were troubling these forty problem and non problem group of students
were: "Having to watch every penny I spend," 10 or 50 percent, "Needing
to learn about saving money," 9 or U5 percent, "Family worry about money,"
9 or U5 percent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were: "Having
to watch every penny I spend," 10 or 50 percent, "Needing to learn how
to save money," 9 or U5 percent, "Family worry about money," 9 or U5
percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were: "Having
to watch every penny I spend," 10 or $0 percent, "Needing a job dviring
vacations," 7 or 35 percent, "Too few nice clothes," 6 or 30 percent.
Social and Recreational Activities.- -The three ranking problems
in the area of Social and Recreational Activities idiich were troubling
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these forty problem and non problem groups of students were: ”Not
enough time for recreation," ^ or 2$ percent; "Wanting to learn hoir
to entertain," U or 20 percent, "Not enjoying many things others enjoy,"
or 20 percent*
The three ranking problems for the problem groxip were: "Wanting
to ingprove my appearance," U or 20 percent; "Wanting to leani how to
dance," U or 20 percent, "Slow in getting acquainted with people,"
1; or 20 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were: "Not
enoiigh time for recreation," 5 or 25 percent, "Not enjoying many things
others enjoy," U or 20 percent, '•Wanting to learn how to entertain,"
U or 20 percent*
Social Psychological Relations*- -The three ranking problems in
the area of Social Psychological Relations which were troubling these
forty problem and non problem group of students were: "No suitable
place to go on dates," U ot* 20 percent, "Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate," 3 or 15 percent, "Having dates," 3 or 15 percent*
The three ranking problems for the problem group were; "Wondering
if I'll find a suitable mate," 3 or 15 percent, "Awkward in making a
date," 2 or 10 percent, "No suitable place to go on a date," 2 or 10
percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were: "No
suitable place to go on dates," U or 20 percent, "Having dates," 3 or
15 percent, "Disappointed in love affair," 3 or 15 percent*
Personal and Psychological Relations*- -The three ranking problems
in the area of personal and psychological relations which were troubling
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these forty problem and non problem group of students were: "Wanting
a more pleasing personality," 1* or 20 percent, "Being disliked by
someone," U or 20 percent, "Being watched by other people," U or 20
percent.
Die three ranking problems for the problem group were "Wanting a
more pleasing personality," U or 20 percent, "Being disliked by some¬
one," U or 20 percent, "Finding it hard to talk about my troubles,"
3 or 15 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were; "Being
different," U or 20 percent, "Being watched by other people," U or 20
percent, "Feelings too easily hurt," 3 or 15 percent.
Courtship. Sex and Marriage. Die three ranking problems in the
area of Courtship, Sex and llarriage which were troubling these gOTty
problem and non problem students were; "Being nervous," 8 or hO percent,
"Forgetting things," 8 or UO percent, "Losing my temper," 7 or 35 percent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were; "Being
nervous," 7 or 35 percent, "Forgetting things," U or 25 percent, "Day¬
dreaming," 5 or 25 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were; "For¬
getting things," 8 or UO percent, "Being nervous," 8 or 1*0 percent,
"Losing my temper," 7 or 35 percent.
Morals and Religion.- -The three ranking problems in the area of
Morals and Religion which were troubling these forty problem and non
problem group of students were: "Can't forget some mistakes I've made,"
7 or 35 percent, "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," 1* or 20
percemt, "Wanting to feel close to God," 1* or 20 percent.
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The three ranking problems fcr the problem group were: "Can't
forget scane mistakes I've made," 7 or 35 percent, "Wanting to under¬
stand more about the Bible," U op 20 percent, "Wanting to feel close
to God," U or 20 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were: "Not
going to church often enough," 2 or 10 percent, "Parents making me go
to church," 2 or 10 percent, "Wanting to know more about the Bible,"
2 or 10 percent,
H(mie and Family,- - The three raiking problems in the area of
Hem® and Family were : "Parents not understanding me," li or 20 percent,
"Not living wilh my parents," U or 20 percent, "Parents separated or
divorced," 3 or 15 percent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were: "Parents
not understanding me," U or 20 percent, "Not living with my parents,"
li or 20 percent, "Parents separated or divorced," 3 or 15 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem group were:
"Parents sacrificing too much for me," 3 or 15 percent, "Parents not
understanding me," 2 or 10 percent, "Clash of opinion between me and
my family," 2 or 10 percent,
Ad.1tistjiient to School Work, The three ranking problems in the
area of Adjustment to School Work which were troubling these forty
problem and non problem group of students were: "Wanting to be on
own," 13 or 65 percent, "Afraid I'll never go to college," 8 or UO
percent, "Choosing the best subjects to take next term," 5 or 25 per¬
cent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were "Wanting
to be on my own,” 13 or 65 percent, "Choosing the best subjects to
take next term,” 5 or 25 percent*
The three ranking problems for the non problem group •were: "Can't
see that school work is doing roe any good," 5 or 25 percent, "Needing
to know more about college," U or 20 percent, "Don't know how to look
for a job" U or 20 percent.
The Future Vocational and Educational. The three ranking
problems in the area of the Future Vocational and Educational which
were troubling these forty problem and non problem group of students
were: "Trouble with Mathematics," 8 or UO percent, "Don't know how to
study effectively," 7 or 35 percent, "Not spending enough time in
study," 6 or 30 percent.
The three ranking problems for the problem group were: "Trouble
with Mathematics," 8 or UO percent, "Not speiMiing enough time in study,"
6 or 30 percent, "Worrying about grades," 6 or 30 percent.
The three ranking problans for the non problem group were: "Don't
know how to study effectively," 7 or 35 percent, "Not spending enough
time in study," 6 or 30 percent, "Missing too many days of school,"
5 or 25 percent.
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures.- - The three ranking problems
in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures which were troubling
these forty problem and non problem group of students were: "Having
no suitable place to study at home," 1; or 20 percent, "Family not
understanding what I have to do in school," 3 or 15 percent, "Not enough
school spirit," 3 or 15 percent.
The three ranking problems for the non problem grovp were: "Having
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no suitable place to study at home," U op 20 percent, "Not enough school
spirit,” 3 or 15 percent, "Not enough good books in the Library," 2 or
10 percent.
Haggerty-Olson-ffickman Behavior Rating Schedules
The sunmary of the data from the ratings on the four Divisions
of the Baggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Schedules (A and B) is reported
in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Intelligence Traits
How Intelligent is He?
Out of the five types of responses to the question. How intelligent
is he? The ranking ones were: "Equal of average child on the street"
11 or 55 percent and 15 or 75 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the problem group
were 7 or 35 percent for "Dull," 2 or 10 percent for "Bright" with no
responses for "Feebleminded" and "B4*illiant." For the Non-ftroblem Group
the only response was $ or 2$ percent for "Bright" with no responses
for "Feebleminded" "Dull," or "Ehrilliant."
Is He Abstracted or Wide Awake?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he abstracted
or wide awake? The ranking ones were: "Usually present minded" 10 or
50 percent and 13 or 65 percent fca* the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the Problem Group
were: 8 or UO percent for "Frequently becomes abstracted," 2 or 10 per¬
cent for "wide awake" with no responses for "continually absorbed in
himself" and "keenly alive and alert." For the Non-Problem Group the
responses were 1 or 5 percent for "Frequently becomes abstracted," 6 or
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30 percent fcxr "wide awake" with no responses for "continually absorbed
in himself" and "keenly dive and alert*"
Is His Attention Sustained?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is his attention
sustained? The ranking ones were: "Attends adequately," 8 or UO percent
and 13 or 65 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. The other responses for the Problem Group were 9 or U5
percent for "Difficulty to keep at task until conpleted," 2 or 10 per¬
cent for "Absorbed in what he does," 1 or 5 percent for "Distracted,
jiurps rapidly from one thing to another." For the Non-Problem Group
the other responses were 6 or 30 percent for "absorbed in what he does,"
1 or 5 percent for "Difficulty to keep at task until con^sleted." There
were no responses for "Able to hold attention for long periods" for the
Problem Group and the non-problem group, respectively.
Is He Slow or Quick in Thinking?
Out of the five responses to the question Is he slow or quick in
thinking? The ranking ones were: "Thinks with ordinary speed" 10 or
50 percent and 13 or 65 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The otJier responses for the Problem Group
were: "Sluggish plodding" 6 or 30 percent, "Extremely slow" 3 or 15 per¬
cent, "Agile minded" 1 or 5 percent with no responses for "exceedingly
rapid. For the Non-Problem Group the other responses were: "Agile
minded" 6 or 30 percent, "Sluggish plodding" 1 or 5 percent with no
responses for "Extremely slow" and "Extremely rapid."
Is He Slovenly or Careful in His Thinking?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he slovenly
or careful in his thinking? The ranking ones were: "Moderately careful"
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8 or UO percent and 13 or 65 percent for the Problem Group and the
Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the Problem
group were: 6 or 30 percent for "Inexact, a dabbler," U or 20 percent
for "Very slovenly and illogical" with no responses for "precise."
Fca* the Non Problem Group the other responses were: 6 or 30 percent for
"consistent and logical," 1 or 5 percent for "precise" with no responses
for "Very slovenly and illogical" and "inexact, a dabbler."
Is He Mentgily Lazy or Active?
Out of •ttie five t^pes of responses to the question Is he mentally
lazy or active? ranking ones were: "Is ordinarily active" 10 or
50 percent aid 12 or $0 percent, "Lethargic, idles along" 8 or 1|0 per¬
cent and 3 or 15 percent, "Eager" 2 or 10 percent and 5 or 25 percent
for the Problem and Non-Problem Group, respectively, with no responses
for "Interests, lazy and inert" and "Shows hyperactivity" for the Problem
Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
Is He Indifferent or Does He Take Interest in Things?
Out of the five types of respohaes to the question Is he indifferent
or does he take interest in things? The ranking ones were: "Displays
unusual curiosity" 9 or U5 percent and 12 or 60 percent, "Uninquisitive,
rarely interested" 8 or UO percent and 2 or 10 percent, "Interests
are easily aroused" 1 or 5 percent and 6 or 30 percent for the Problem
Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for
the Problem Group were: 2 or 10 percent for "Is indifferent, unconcerned"
with no responses for "Has consuming interest in almost everything." For
the Non-Problem Group there were no responses to "Has consuming interest
in almost everything."
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Is He Slovenly or Neat in Persoiial Appearance?
Out of the five types of responses to the questicm Is he slovenly
or neat in personal appearance? The ranking ones were: ”Is concerned
about dress” 13 or 6$ percent and 1? or 85 percent, ”Inconspicious" U
or 20 percent and 2 or 10 percent, "Rather r»gligent" 3 or 15 percent
atnd 1 or 5 percent for Ihe Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively* There were no responses for "Unkempt, very slovenly" and
"fastidious foppish" for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group*
How Does He Impress People With His Physique and Bearing?
Out of five types of responses to the question How does he impress
people with his physique and bearing? The ranking ones were: "Generally
unnoticed physique and bearing" 12 or 60 percent, "Makes favorable
impression" U car 20 percent and 9 or U5 percent for the Problem Group
and the Non-Problem Group, respectively* The other responses for the
Problem Group were: U or 20 percent for "Makes an unfavorable inpression"
with no responses for "repulsive and ejocites admiration*" Fear the
Non-Problem Group the only other response was 1 or 5 percent for "Excites
admiration" with no responses for "Repulsive" and "makes an xinfavorable
inpression*"
Can He Qompete With Others On A Physical Basis?
Out of five types of responses to the question Can he compete with
others on a physical basis? The ranking ones were: "Can hold his own"
17 oar 85 percent and 20 or 100 percent for the Problem Group and the
Non-Problem Group, respectively* The other responses for the Problem
Group were 2 or 10 percent for "Has some physical difficulties," 1 or
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5 percent "Weak and handicfped,” with no responses for "Is stronger
than most" and "Has exceptional strength," For the Non-Froblem Group
there were no responses for "Weak and handicfped," "Has some physical
difficulties," "Is stronger than most," and "Has exceptional strength."
What Is His Physical Output of Energy?
Out of the five types of responses to the question What is his
physical output of energy? The ranking ones were: "Moves with required
speed," 9 or percent and 18 or 90 percent, "Energetic, vivacious"
2 or 10 percent fear the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. The only other response for the Problem Group was 9 or
hS percent for "Slow in action" with no responses for "extremely slug-
gisl^n "Slow in action," and "Over active. Hyperkinetic, meddling."
Is He Easily Fatigued?
Out of the five responses to the question ; Is He Easily Fatigues?
The ranking ones were; "Endures satisfactorily" 15 or 75 percent and
18 or 90 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. The other responses in the Problem Group were 1 or 5 per¬
cent, "Shows quick exhaustion" 1 or 5 percent "Does not have ordinary
endia*ance" with no responses for "Usually vigorous and robust. For
the Non-Problem Group there were no responses to "Shows qpick exhaustiwa"
"Does not have ordinary endurance," and "Vigorous and robust."
How Does He Impress You With Regard to Masciiline or Feminine Traits?
Out of the five responses to the question How does he impress you
with regard to masculine or feminine traits? The ranking ones were:
"Slightly effeminate 10 or 50 percent, "Has average boy qualities" 10
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or 50 percent fca* the problem group, respectively. There -were no
responses to "Is a sissy," "Very masculine," for the Problem Group
and the Non~Problem Group, respectively.
Does He Lack Nerve or Is He Courageous?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Does he lack
nerve or is he courageous? The ranking ones iiere: "Will take
reasonable chances" 10 c*r 60 percent and 16 or 80 percent, respectively.
The other responses were for the ftroblem Group 2 or 10 percent for
"Gets cold feet," 1; or 20 percent for "Daredevil," with no response for
"White-livered, fearful," and "Daredevil."
Social Competence
Is He Quiet or Talkative?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he quiet or
talkative? The ranking ones were: "Upholds his end of talk" 11 or 55
perfent and 9 or kS percent, "Talks more than his share" 5 or 25 per¬
cent and 3 or 15 percent, "Usually quiet" 3 or 15 percent and 8 or UO
percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
The other responses for the problem group were 1 or 5 percent for
"Speaks rarely" with no responses for "Jabbers." For the Non-Problem
Group there were no responses for "Speaks rarely" and "jabbers."
Is His Behavior (Morals, honesty, etc.) Generally Acceptable to Ordinary
Social Standards?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is his behavior
(Morals, honesty, etc.) generally acceptable to ordinary social standards?
The ranking ones were: "Ordinarily acceptable" 15 or 75 percent and
15 or 75 percent, "Occasional Violations" 5 or 25 percent and 5 or 25
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percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
There were no responses to "Unacceptable extreme violations," "Always
acceptable," "Extreme violations," and "Bends backward, very rigid
standards," for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
miat Are His Social Habits?
Out of the five types of responses to the question What are his
social habits? The five ranking ones were: "Pursues usual social
activities and customs" 11 or 5^ percent and l6 or 80 percent, "Actively
seeks social pleasure" 3 or 1$ percent and li. or 20 percent for the
Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other re¬
sponses for the Problem Group -were 5 or 25 percent "Follows few social
activities," 1 or 5 percent "Prefer social activities to all else,"
with no responses for "Lives almost entirely to himself," For the
Problem Group there were no responses to "Lives almost entirely to him¬
self," "Follows few social activities," and "Prefers social activities
to all else."
Is He Shy or Bold in Social Relationships?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he shy or
bold in social relationships? Ihe ranking ones were: "Self conscious
on occasions" 12 or 60 percent and lU or 70 percent, "Confident in him¬
self" 5 or 25 percent and 3 or l5 percent, "Timid, frequently embarassed"
3 or 15 percent and 3 or 15 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. There wei^ no responses to "painfully
self-conscious" and "Bold insensitive to social feelings" for the fl'oblem
and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
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Is His Personality Attractive?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is his personality
attractive? The ranking ones were: "Unnoticed, colorless" l6 or 80
percent and 1? or 85 percent, "Colorful" 2 or 10 percent and 3 or 15
percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively.
The other responses for the Problem Group and Non-Problem Group were
2 or 10 percent "Disagreeable, with no response for "Repulsive" and
"magnetic."
How Does He Acdept Authority?
Out of the drive types of responses to the question How does he
accept authority? Ihe ranking ones were: "Ordinarily obedient"
15 or 75 percent and 13 or 65 percent, "Respectful, conplies by habit"
3 or 15 percent and U or 20 percent for the Problem Grou^ and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the Problem Group
were 2 or 10 percent "Critical of authority," with no responses for
"Defiant" and "entirely resigned, accepts all authority." The other
responses for the Non-Problem Group were 3 or 15 percent "Entirely
resigned, accepts all authority," with no responses for "Defiant" and
"Critical of authority,"
How Flexible Is He?
Out of the five types of responses to the question How flexible
is he? The ranking ones were: "Conforms willingly as necessity arises"
13 or 65 percent and 10 or 5® percent, "Quick to accept new methods and
outcomes" 2 or 10 percent and 10 or 50 percent for the Problem Group and
the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the
Problem Group were 2 or 10 percent "Stubborn, hide bound, nonconformist,"
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Is He Rude or Courteous?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he rude
or courteous? The ranking ones were: "Observes general conventions
of civility and respect" 13 or 65 percent and 13 or 65 percent/
"Courteous, gracious" i|, or 20 percent and 7 or 35 percent for the Prob¬
lem and tlie Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for
the Problem Group were 3 and 15 percent "Sometimes unmannerly," "Saucy**
with no responses for '*rude. Insulting, insolent," "sometimes unjnannerly,
saucy, and elegant."
Does He Give In to Others or Does He Assert Himself?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Does he give
in to others or does he assert himself? The ranking ones were: "Holds
his own, yields tdien necessary," 15 or 75 percent and 17 or 85 percent,
"Generally yields" 3 or 15 percent for the I^oblem Group and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses by the Problem Group
were 2 or 10 percent "Assertive*J with no responses for "Never asserts
self, servile" and "Insistent, obstinate." For the Non-Problem Group
there were no responses for "Never asserts self" "Sesrvile," *'Assertive,"
and "Insistent, obstinate."
What Tendency Has He to Criticize Others?
Out of the five types of responses to the question What tendency
has he to criticize others? The ranking ones were: "Comments on out¬
standing weaknesses of adults" l6 or 80 percent and 15 or 75 percent,
"Rarely criticizes" 3 or l5 percent and U or 20 percent for the Problem
Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively. There were no responses
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for "Never criticizes," "Has a critical attitude" and "Extremely criti¬
cal" rarely approve" for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively.
Traits of Temperament
Is He Even-Tempered or Moody?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he even-
tempered or moody? The ranking ones were: "Is happy or depressed
as conditions warrant" 10 or 50 percent and 10 car $0 percent, for
"Generally even-tenqjered" 8 or UO percent and 10 or 50 percent for the
Problem Group and the Non-Problem Grcmp, respectively. The other
responses for the Problem Group were 1 or 5 percent "Stolid, rare
changes of mood" 1 or 5 percent "Has periods of extreme elations or
depressions" with no responses for "Strong and frequent changes of
mood," For the Non-Problem Group there were no responses for "Stolid,
rare change of mood," "Strong and frequent changes of mocxi," and
"periods of extreme elations or depressiwis."
Is He Easily Discouraged Or Is He Persistent?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he easily
discouraged or is he persistent? The ranking ones were: "Gives
everything a fair trial" 13 or 6^ percent and 18 or 90 percent, "Gives
up before adequate trial" 7 or 35 percent and 2 or 10 percent for the
Problem and Non-Problem Group, respectively. There were no responses
to "Melts before slight obstacles or objections," "Persists until
convinced of mistate," and "never gives up,"
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Is He Generally Depressed or Cheerful?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he generally
depressed or dieerful? The ranking ones were: ’'Usually in good humor”
13 or 65 percent and 2 or 10 percent for the Problen and the Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the Problem Group
were 2 or 10 percent "Cheerful, animated, chirping” with no responses
for "Hilarious." For the Non-Problem Group there were no responses for
"Dejected melancholic, in the duii^js," "animated, chirping" and "Hilari¬
ous."
Is Ite Sympathetic?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he sympathetic?
the five ranking ones were: "Ordinarily friendly and cardial" 15 cr 75
percent and 6 or 30 percent, "Sympathetic, warm hearted" 3 or 15 per¬
cent and 13 or 65 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem
Group, respectively. The other responses for the problem group wei^ 2
or 10 percent "Unsynpathetic, disobliging, cold" 2 or 10 percent,
with no responses for "Inimical, aggravating, cruel,” and "very affection¬
ate." The other responses for the Non-Problem Group were 1 or 5 per¬
cent "Very affectionate" "Witty” with no responses for "Inisnical, aggra¬
vating, cold" and "unsympathetic, disobliging, cold."
How Does He React to Frustrations or to Unpleasant Situations?
Out of the five types of responses to the question How does he
react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations? The ranking ones
were: "Generally self controlled" ll: <a- 70 percent and 17 or 85 percent,
"Tolerant, rarely blows up" U or 20 percent and 2 or 10 percent, "Very
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submissive, long suffering” 1 or 5 percent and 1 or 5 percent for the
Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other
responses for the Problem Group was 1 or 5 percent ’’Impatient,” with
no response for ’’Easily irritated, hot-headed, explosive.” For the
Non-Problem Group there were no responses for ’’Impatient” and ”Easily
irritated.”
Does He Worry or Is He Easy Going?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Does he worry
or is he easy going? The ranking ones were: ’’Easy-going” 1 or 5 per¬
cent and 2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem
Group, respectively. Tte other responses for the Problem Group were
17 or 85 percent ’’Constantly worrying about something,” 2 or 10 per¬
cent ’’Apprehensive, often worries unduly," with no responses for "Does
not worry without a cause" and "Never worries, light-hearted." The
other responses for the Non-Problem Group were 18 or 90 percent "Does
not worry without a cause," with no responses for "constantly worry¬
ing about something” ’’Has many anxieties,” "Apprehensive, often
worries unduly” and "never worries, light-hearted.”
How Does He React to Examination or to Discussion of Himself?
Out of the five types of responses to the question How does he
react to examination or to discussion of himself or his problem?
The ranking ones were: "Conservatively cooperative” 12 or 60 percent
and 10 or 90 percent, "Quite willing to cooperate" 3 or 15 percent and
2 or 10 percent for the Problem Group and the Non-Problem Group,
respectively. The other responses for the Problem Group were 1 or 5
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percent "Refuses flatly to cooperate," 3 or 15 percent "Volunteers
nothing, must be pumped," 1 or 5 percent "Entirely uninhibited, tells
everything, enjoys it."
Is He Suspicious or Tj^ustful?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he suspicious
or trustful? The ranking ones were: "Generally xmsuspicious and
trustful" lU or 70 percent and 18 or 90 percent, "Somewhat gullible,"
1 or ^ percent and 2 or 10 peircent for the Problem Group and The Non-
Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the Problem
Group were 1 or 5 percent "Very suspicious, distrustful," U or 20 per¬
cent "Has to be assured," with no responses for "Accepts everything
without question," For the Non-Problem Group there were no responses
for "Very suspicious, distrustful," "Has to be ass\a:*ed," and "Accepts
everything without question."
Is He Emotionally Calm or Exclteable?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he emotional¬
ly calm or exciteable? The ranking ones were: "Responds quite nor¬
mally" IS or 75 percent and 19 or 85 percent, "Emotions are slowly
aroused" U or 20 percent and 1 or 5 percent for the Problem Group and
the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for the
Problem Group were 1 or 5 percent "Is easily aroused," with no responses
for "Apathetic, Stuporous," and "Extreme reactions, hysterical, high-
strung." For the Non-Problem Group there were no responses for "No
emotional responses, apathetic, stuporous," "Is easily aroused," and
"Extreme reactions, hysterical, high strung."
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Is He Negatlvlstic or Suggestible?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Is he
negativistic or suggestible? The ranking ones were: "Is generally
open-Biinded" 13 or 65 percent and 19 or 95 percent for the Problem
Group and Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses for
the Problem Group were 7 or 35 percent "Conqplies slowly,” with no
responses for "Negativistic contrary," "Rather easily persuaded," and
"Follows any suggestions." For the Non-Problem Group the other
responses were 1 or 5 percent "Follows any suggestion," with no re¬
sponse fur "Negativistic, contrary," "Con?)lies slowly^* and "Rather
easily persuaded."
Does He Act Impulsively^ or Cautiously?
Out of the five types of responses to the question Does he act
impulsively or cautiously? The ranking ones were: "Acts with
reasonable care" 15 or 75 percent and 19 or 95 percent for the Problem
Group and the Non-Problem Group, respectively. The other responses
for the Problem Group were $ or 2$ percent "Frequently unreflective
and imprudent," with no responses for "Impulsive, bolts, acts on the
spin* of the moment," "Deliberate," and "Very cautious, calculating."
For the Non-Problem Group the other responses were 1 or 5 percent
"Very cautious and calculating," with no responses for "Ingjulsive,
bolts, acts on the spm:* of the moment," "Frequently unreflective and
in5)rudent," and "Deliberate."
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Conclusions. The findings of this study would appear to warrant
the following conclusions:
1. The students were aware of personal problems which were
troubling them.
2. The non-problem groi^ seemed to be more aware of their problems
than did the problem group.
3. The problem group and the non-problem group seem to be
e:q>erlenclng the same kind of problems common to the adolescent
during the high school period.
U. The group of non-problem students were e^cperienclng a higher
level of desirable behavior patterns than the problem students.
Implications. The analysis and interpretations of the data for
this study would appear to warrant the following inplications for the
educational and counselling program of the Bryant Street School:
1. There is a need for educational leaders of the Bryant Street
School and of the ccmmiunity in idilch it is located to realize
the Importance of constant evaluation of the curric\ilar and
extra-curricular offerings with the idea of Increasing and
enriching the experiences concerned with the social adjustment,
growth of personality, moral attitudes, vocational choices,
and physical development of adolescents as well as with the
mastery of academic subjects.
2. There is a need for guidance services which will serve these
adolescent in accordance with their needs.
3. The students at Bryant Street School apparently need systematic
school and hcmie experiences irtiich will develop in them a
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fuller awareness of the needs and usefulness of counselling
assistance in meeting and solving their problems.
1;. The constant recxarring that there were too few or no library
books} would seem to Justify the assumption that the data
revealed a serious need for extended and serious library
facilities for the students of Bryant Street School.
5. There is a need for stronger parent child relationships.
Recommendations. - -It is believed that a careful interpretation
of the data of this study warrants the recommendations to follow:
1. Bryant Street School should inaugerate a guidance program
which would serve the needs of its pupils, not only rendering
counselling assistance to these students but, would also pro¬
vide them with a program of systematic guidance services through¬
out their high school careers.
2. The Bryant Street School should provide referral services for
meeting the needs of pupils as indicated by the problems
which are troubling them. Such referral services should be an
integral part of the school guidance program.
3. The Bryant Street School should give careful attention to
providing instructional and non-instnictional activities and
experiences within its regular program which will take cogni¬
zance of the perplexing and varied problems of adolescent
youth; and provide an environment which will be conducive to
the fullest possible mental, health and emotional balance of
these adolescents
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k» Establish a parent-teacher clinic or counsel, where parents,
and students who are concerned with the conanon problems of
adolescence and the specific problems of individual youth,
could work out these problems together.
S» Future studies of this type should be carried out in many Negro
high schools, in order to determine the kinds and extent of
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Behavior Rating
SCHEDULE A: BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECORD
Score.
Name Schools
Rating by Date , / 9 ^ Grade^
Directions for Using
Schedule A
Below is a list of behavior problems sometimes found in chil¬
dren. Put a cross (x) in the appropriate column after each
item to designate how frequently such behavior has occurred
in your experience with this child. A cross should appear in
some column after each item. The numbers are to be disregarded













Disinterest in School Work 0 4 6 7
Cheating 0 4 6 7
Unnecessary Tardiness 0 4 6 7
Lying 0 4 6 7
Defiance to Discipline 0 4 6 7
Marked Overactivity 0 8 12 14
Unpopular with Children 0 8 12 14
Temper Outbursts 0 8 12 14
Bullying 0 8 12 14
Speech Difficulties 0 8 12 14
Imaginative Lying 0 12 18 21
Sex Offenses 0 12 18 21
Stealing 0 12 18 21
Truancy 0 12 18 21
Obscene Notes, Talk,or Pictures 0 12 18 21
Directions for scoring. Transfer the numbers you have
marked for the different items to the right-hand column, headed
“Score.” Add the numbers to secure the total score, and record
the total in the upper right-hand corner of this sheet.

















1. Do not consult anyone in making your judgments.
2. In rating a person on a particular trait, disregard every other trait but
that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows
himself to be influenced by a general favorable or unfavorable impression
that he has formed of the person.
3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person in the
trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross
(x) immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase.
4. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing him with
children of his own age.
5. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for convenience.
It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female.
6. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear below
the descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring.
1. How intelligent is he ?
DIVISION I
Score
Feeble- Dull Equal ol average
minded child on street
(5) (4) (3)







Frequently Usually wide- Keenly
absorbed in becomes present- awake alive and
himself abstracted minded alert
(S) w (2) (1) (3)
3. Is his attention sustained ?
Distracted: Jumps Difficult to Attends Is absorbed
r
Able to hold
rapidly from one keep at task adequately in what he attention for
thing to another until completed does long periods
(5) (4) (3) (1) (2)
4. Is he slow or quick in thinking ?
Extremely Sluggish, Thinks with Agile- Exceedingly
slow Plodding ordinary speed minded rapid
(S) (4) (2) (1) (3)
6. Is he slovenly or careful in his thinking ?
Very slovenly 1Inexact, Moderately Consistent Precise
and illogical A dabbler careful and logical
(S) (4) (2) (1) (3)
6. Is he mentally lazy or active
Interests Lethargic, Is ordinarily Eager Shows ^hyper-
lazy and inert Idles along active activity
(5) (3) (2) (1) (4)
7. Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things ?
!
Is indiiSerent, Uninquisitive, Displays usual Interests Has consuming
Unconcerned Rarely curiosity and are easily interest in almost
interested interest aroused everything
(5) (4) (1) (2) (3)
[ 3 ] Total, Division I.
Behavior Rating
DIVISION n
8. Is he slovenly or neat in personal appearance ?
Unkempt, Rather
1
Inconspicuous Is concerned Fastidious,
Very slovenly negligent about dress Foppish
(5) (4) (2) (1) (3)
9. How does he impress people with his physique and bearing ?
Repulsive Makes an Generally un- Makes a Excites
unfavorable noticed physique favorable admiration
impression and bearing impression
(1)(S) (4) (3) (2)






















































13. How does he impress you with regard to masculine or feminine traits ?
































A “ coquette, ”
“Clinging vine”
(3)
14. Does he lack nerve, or is he courageous ?
White-livered, Gets Will take reason- Resolute Daredevil
Fearful “cold feet” able chances







16. Is he quiet or talkative ? Score
Speaks very Usually Upholds his iTalks more than Jabiers
rarely quiet end of talk his share
(3) (1) (2) (4) (S)




Occasional Ordinarily . Always Bends backward,
Extreme violations acceptable acceptable Very rigid
violations standards
(5) (4) (3) (1) (2)
17. What are his social habits ?
Lives almost Follows few Pursues usual Activelv Prefers social
entirely to social • social activities seeks social activities to
himself activities and customs pleasures all else
(4) (3) (1) (2) (5)
18. Is he shy or bold in social'relationships?
Painfully Timid, Self-conscious Confident
1
Bold.
self-conscious Frequently on occasions in himself Insensitive to
embarrassed social feelings
(4) (2) (1) (3) (5)







(5) (4) (3) (2) (I)
20. How does he accept authority ?
Defiant Critical of Ordinarily
j
Respectful, Entirely resigned,
authority obedient Complies Accepts all
by habit authority
(5) (4) (3) (1) (2)
21. How flexible is he ?
Stubborn, Slow to accept
1
Conforms Quick to accept Easily persuaded,
Hidebound, new customs willingly as new customs Flaccid,
Nonconformist and methods necessity arises and methods Unstable
(S) (3) (2) (1) (4)
22. Is he rude or courteous ?
Rude, Sometimes Observes general Courteous, Elegant
Insulting, unmannerly. conventions of Gracious
Insolent Saucy civility and respect
(S) (4) (3) (1) (2)




Holds his own, Assertive
1
Insistent,
self. yields Yields when Obstinate
Servile necessary
(5) (4) (1) (2) (3)






Comments on Has a Extremely
criticizes criticizes outstanding W’eak- critical critical.
nesses or faults attitude Rarely approves





26. Is he even-temperea or moody ?
1 ^ I I
Stolid, Generally Is happy or Strong and
Rare changes verj' even- depres^ as frequent changes
of mood tempered conditions warrant of mood
(3) (1) (2) (4)




Melts before Gives up before Gives Persists until Never
slight obstacles adequate everything convinced of gives in,
or objections truil a fair trial mistake Obstinate
(5) (3) (I) (2) (4)







Melancholic^ dispirited good humor Animated,
In the dumps Chirping
(3) (4) (1) (2) (S)
28. Is he sympathetic ?
Inimical, Unsympathetic, Ordinarily Sympathetic,
1
Very
Aggravating, Disobliging, friendly and Warm-hearted affectionate
Cruel Cold cordial
(5) (4) (2) (1) (3)








Long-suffering Rarely self-controlled Hot-headed,
blows up Explosive
(3) (2) (1) (4) (S)
30. Does he worry or is he easy-going ?
1
Constantly worrying Apprehensive, Does not Easy-going Entirely care free,
about something. Often worries worry without Never worries,
Has many anxieties unduly cause Light-hearted
(4) (2) (1) (3) (5)












































































36. Does he act impulsively or cautiously ?
Impulsive, Bolts,




















MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST
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Age|.7 •Date of birth Boy Girl
Your class, or the number
of your grade in school
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Name of the person to whom
you are to turn in this paper




This is not a test. It is a list of problems which are often troubling students of your age—problems
of health, money, social life, home relations, religion, vocation, school work, and the like. Some
of these problems are likely to be troubling you and some are not. As you read the list, pick out
the problems which are troubling you. There are three steps in what you do.
First Step: Read through the list slowly, and when you come to a problem which suggests some¬
thing which is troubling you, underline it. For example, if you are troubled by the fact that
you are underweight, underline the first item like this, “1. Being underweight.” Go through
the whole list in this way, marking the problems which are troubling you.
Second Step: When you have completed the first step, look back over the problems you have
underlined and pick out the ones which you feel are troubling you most. Show these problems
by making a circle around the numbers in front of them. For example, if, as you look back
over all the problems you have underlined you decide that “Being underweight” is one of
those which troubles you most, then make a circle around the number in front of the item,
like this, “ Being underweight.”
Third Step: When you have completed the second step, answer the summarizing questions on





















3. Not getting enough exercise
4. Getting sick too often
5. Tiring very easily
6. Needing to learn how to save money
7. Notfaiewing how to spend my_money wisely
8. Having less money than my friends have
9. Having to ask parents for money
10. Haaog no regular aUowance .(or income)
11. Slow in getting acquainted with people
12. Avvkward in meeting people
13. Being ill at ease at social affairs
14. Trouble in keeping a conversation going
15. Unsinre of my social etiquette
56. Frequent headaches
57. Weak eyes
58. Often not hungry for my meals
59. Not eating the right food
60. Gradually losing weight
61. Too few nice clothes
62. Too little money for recreation
63. Family worried about money
64. Having to watch every penny I spend
65. Having to quit school to work
66. Not enough time for recreation
67. Not enjoying many things others enjoy
68. Too little chance to read what I like!
69. Too little chance to ge.t out and enjoy nature







Awkward in making a date
Not mixing well with the opposite sex
Not being attractive to the opposite sex
Not being allowed to haye dates
71. 1^0 suitable places to go on dates
72. Not knowing how to entertain on a date
73. Too few dates
74. Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex
75. Embarrassed by talk about sex
21. Getting into arguments
22. Hurting people’s feelings
23. Being talked about
24. Being made fun of
25. Being “different”
76. Wanting a more pleasing personality
77. Not getting along well with other people
78. Worrying how 1 impress people
79. Too easily led by other people
80. Lacking leadership ability
26. Losing my temper
27. Taking some things too seriously
Being nervous
29. GettingExcited too easily
30. Worrying
31. Not going to chmrch often enough
32. Not living up to my ideal
33. Puzzled about the meaning of God
34. Doubting some of the religious things I’m told
35. Confused on some of my religious beliefs
36. Worried about a member of the family
37. Sickness in the family
38. Parents sacrificing too much for me
39. Parents not understanding me
40. Being treated like a child at home
41. Unable to enter desired vocation
42. Doubting the wisdom of my vocational choice
43. Needing to know my vocational abilities
44. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation
45. Wanting advice on what to do after high school
46. Missing too many days of school
Being a grade behind in school
48. Adjusting to a new school
49. Taking the wrong subjects
50. Not spending enough time in study
51. Having no suitable place to study at home
52. Family not understanding what I have to do in school
53. Wanting subjects not offered by the school
54. Made to take subjects I don’t like





85. Not taking some things seriously enough
86. Parents making me go to church
87. Disliking chiurch-services
88. Doubting the value of worship and prayer
89. Wanting to feel close to God
90. Affected by racial or religious prejudice
91. Not living with my parents
92. Parents separated or divorced
93. Father or mother not living
94. Not having any fun with mother or dad
95. Feeling I don’t really have a home
96. Needing to decide on an occupation
97. Needing to know more about occupations
98. Restless to get out of school and into a job
99. Can’t see that school work is doing ihe any good
100. Want to be on my own
101. Not really interested in books
102. Unable to express myself well in words
103. Vocabulary too limited
104. Trouble with oral reports
105. Afraid to speak up in class discussions
106. Textbooks too hard to understand
107. Teachers too hard to understand
108. So often feel restless in classes
109. Too little freedom in classes
110. Not enough discussion in classes
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111. Not a.s .strong and healthy as 1 should-be
112. Not getting enough outdoor air and sunsliine
113. Not getting enough sleep
114. Frequent colds
115. Frequent sore throat
116. ^^'anting to earn some of my own money
117. Wanting to buy more of m>' own things
118. Needing money for education after high school
119. N^":c^igJo find a part-time job now
120. Needing a job during vacations
121. Nothing interesting to do in my spare time
122. Too little chance to go to shows
123. Too little chance to enjoy radio or television
124. Too little chance to pursue a hobby
125. Nothing interesting to do in vacation
126. Disappointed in a love affair
127. Girl friend
128. Boy friend
129. Deciding whether to go steady
130. Wondering if I’ll find a suitable mate
131. Slow in making friends
133. Feelings too easib hurt
134. Getting embarrassed too easily
135. Feeling inferior
136. Moodiness, “having the blues”
137. Trouble making up my mind about things
138. Afraid of making mistakes
139. Too easily discouraged
140. Sometimes wishing I’d never been born
141. Wondering how to tell right from wrong
142. Confused on some moral questions
143. Parents old-fashioned in their ideas
144. Wantingjto understand mpre about the Bibl^.
145. Wondering what becomes orpeophTwherTthey die
146. Being criticized by my parents
147. Parents favoring a brother or sister
148. Mother
149. Father
150. Death in the family
151. Choosing be.st subjects to take next term
152. Choosing best subjects to prepare for college
153. Choosing best subjects to prepare for a job
154. Getting needed training for a given occupation
155. Wanting to learn a trade
156. Not getting studies done on time
157. Not liking school
158. Not interested in some subjects
159. Can’t keep my mind on my studies
160. Don’t know how to study effectively
161. Not enough good books in the library
162. Too much work required in some subjects
163. Not allowed to take some subjects 1 want
164. Not getting along with a teacher
165. School is too strict




170. Not very attractive physically
171. Living too far from school
172. Relatives living with us
173. Not having a room of my own
174. Having no place„tQjjitertain friends
175. Having no car in the family
176. Not being allowed to use the family car
177. Not allowed to go around with the people I like
178. So often not allowed to go out at night
179. In too few student activities
180. Too little social life
181. Being in love
182. Loving someone who doesn’t love me
183. Deciding whether I’m in love
184. Deciding whether to become engaged
185. Needing advice about marriage
186. Being criticized by others
187. Being called “high-hat” or “stuck-up”
188. Being watched by other people
189. Being left out of things
190. Having feelings of extreme loneliness
191. Afraid to be left alone
192. Too easily moved to tears
193. Failing in so many things I try to do
194. Can’t .see the value of most things I do
195. Unhappy too much of the time
196. Can’t forget some mistakes I’ve made
197. Bothered by ideas of heaven and hell
198. Afraid God is going to punish me
199. Troubled by the bad things other kids do
200. Being tempted to cheat in classes
201. Being an only child
202. Not getting along with a brother or sister
203. Parents making too many decisions for me
204. Parents not trusting me
205. Wanting more freedom at home
206. Deciding whether, or. not to-goFo college
207. Needing to know more about colleges
208. Needing to decide on a particular college
209. Afraid I won’t be admitted to a college
210. Afraid I’ll never be able to go to college
211. Trouble ivith mnthpr*^'»t’*^‘~
212. Weak in writing
213. Weak in spelling or grammar
214. Trouble in outlining or note taking
21.5. Trouble in organizing papers and reports
216. Classes too dull
217. Teachers lacking personality
218. Teachers lacking interest in students
219. Teachers not friendly to students
220. Not getting personal help from the teachers
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221. Trouble with my hearing
222. Speech handicap (stuttering, etc.)
223. Allergies (hay fever, asthma, hives, etc.)
224. Glandular disorders (thyroid, lymph, etc.)
225. Menstrual or female disorders
226. Parents working too hard
227. Not having certain conveniences at home
228. Not liking the people in my neighborhood
229. Wanting to live in a different neighborhood
230. Ashamed of the home we live in
231. Wanting to learn how to dpnea
232. Wanting to learn how to entertain
233. Wanting to improve myself culturally
234. Wanting to improve my appearance
235. Too careless with my clothes and belongings
236. Going with someone my family won’t accept
237. Afraid of losing the one I love
238. Breaking up a love affair
239. Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex
240. Wondering if I’ll ever get married
241. Wanting to be more popular
242. Disliking someone
243. Beihg disliked by someone
244. Avoiding someone I don’t like
245. Sometimes acting childish or immature
246. Being stubborn or obstinate
247. Tending to exaggerate too much
248. Having bad luck
249. Not having any fun
250. Lacking self-confidence
251. Sometimes lying without meaning to
252. Swearing, dirty stories
253. Having a certain bad habit
254. Being unable to break a bad habit
255. Lacking self-control
256. Clash of opinions between me and my parents
257. Talking back to my parents
258. Parents expecting too much of me
259. Wanting love and affection
260. Wishing I had a different family background
261. Lacking training for a job
262. Lacking work experience
263. Afraid of unemployment after graduation
264. Doubting ability to handle a good job
265. Don’t know how to look for a job
266. Don’t like to study
267. Poor memory
268. Slow in reading
269. Worrying about grades
270. Worrying about e'^^"~‘inrlt1r*°‘
271. Teachers not considerate of students’ feelings
272. Teachers not practicing what they preach
273. Too many poor teachers
274. Grades unfair as measures of ability
275. Unfair tests
276. Ponr-te^lh
277. Nose or sinus trouble
278. Smoking
279. Trouble with my feet
280. Bothered by a physical handicap
281. Borrowing money
282. Working too much outside of school hours
283. Working for most of my own expenses
284. Getting low pay for my work
285. Disliking my present job
286. Too little chance to do what I want to do
287. Too little chance to get into sports
288. No good place for sports around home
289. Lacking skill in sportsand jgmes
290. Not using iny leisure time well
291. Thinking too much about sex matters
292. Concerned over proper sex behavior
293. Finding it hard to control sex urges
294. Worried about sex diseases
295. Needing information about sex matters
296. Being too envious or jealous
297. Speaking or acting without thinking
298. Feeling that nobody understands me
299. Finding it hard to talk about my troubles
300. No one to tell my troubles to
301. Too many personal problems
302. Having memories of an unhappy childhood
303. Bothered by bad dreams
304. Sometimes bothered by thoughts of insanity
305. Thoughts of suicide
306. Sometimes not being as honest as I should be
307. Getting into trouble
308. Giving in to temptations
309. Having a troubled or guilty conscience
310. Being punished for something I didn’t do
311. Friends not welcomed at home
312. Family quarrels
313. Unable to discuss certain problems at home
314. Wanting to leave home
315. Not telling parents everything
316. Not knowing what I really want
317. Needing to plan ahead for the future
318. Family opposing some of my plans
319. Afraid of the future
320. Concerned about military servieg,
321. GsttiDg.jQMUit«de.S,
322. Just can’t get some subjects
323. NaLsmatUajfiiigh
f Zi. Afraid of faihng in school work
325. Wanting to quit school
326. School activities poorly organized
327. Students not given enough responsibility
328. .Npljenough-^hooLspiiit
329. Lunch hour too short
330. Poor assemblies














Second Step; Look back over the items you have underlined and circle
the numbers in front of the problems which are troubling you most.
Third Step: Pages 5 and
Third Step: Answer the following four questions.
Page 5
QUESTIONS
1. Do you feel that the items you have marked on the list give a well-rounded picture of your problems?
Yes No. Add anything further you may care to say to make the picture more complete.
2. How would you summarize your chief problems in your own words? Write a brief summary.
I
(Questions are continued on next page ) I
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3. Would you like to have more chances in school to write out, think about, and discuss matters of personal
concern to you? ...H^ Yes No. Please explain how you feel on this question.
4. If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone about some of the problems you have marked
on the list? Yes No. If so, do you have any particular person(s) in mind with whom you
would like to talk? Yes No.
1
